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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
PURPOSE
Not until a child possesses certain abilities is he
ready to outline. The purpose of this study is to construct
exercises to develop skills needed in outlining, so an
analysis of these necessary, basic skills seems important.
Word classification requires both the ability to discrim-
inate between the meanings of words and the ability to
discover the common qualities of words; therefore, word ^
classification takes powers of organization and generali-
zation, skills needed in outlining. There are various types
of outlining, from a list of paragraph topics in logical
order to a series of main ideas. Practice in choosing the
best title or major idea of a paragraph appears to be an
essential step to outlining, because this necessitates
thinking of the paragraph critically in order to match
the dominating thought and the title or main idea most
expressive of it,
REASONS
While all students do not understand the principles
of outlining, it is widely believed that the best students
outline or underline their textbooks, the latter being a

rapid and, possibly, less effective form of outlining.
Although it is customary to teach the mechanics of reading in
the primary grades, grade four is generally considered to be
the place to begin teaching the use of reading or, in other
words, the study skills. Exercises built with the purpose of
teaching in grade four the preliminary steps to outlining
should help form the habit of thoughtful outlining and tend
to produce scholastic achievement.
THE LITERATURE
Wilking^- deplores the fact that so few people know
how to make a good outline or, knowing how, cannot do it
rapidly. Barton2 considers the outline to be an effective
aid to analyzing and organizing the thought of the material
in content subjects. Salisbury 3 advises teachers to empha-
size mastery of the outlining skills as evidence of
organization abilities.
1 S. Vincent Wilking, "The Improvement of Reading
Ability in College," Education
, 62:30, September, 1941.
2 W. A. Barton, Outlining as a Study Procedure
( Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 411.
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930)
, p. 9.
3 Rachel Salisbury, "Some Effects of Training in
Outlining," English Journal, College Edition
, 24:111,
February, 1935.

It is significant that scholars very early recognized
the need of classifying words in an organized manner.
Although these attempts may now seem crude, they furnished a
valuable beginning. Peter Mark Roget states:
The following are the only publications that have
come to my knowledge in which any attempt has been made
to construct a systematic arrangement of ideas with a
view to their expression. The earliest of these, sup-
posed to be at least nine hundred years old, is the
AMERA COSHA, or Vocabulary of the Sanscrit Language,
by Amera Sanha, of which an English translation, by the
late Henry T. Colebrooke, was printed at Serampoor, in
the year 1808. The classification of words is there,
as might be expected, exceedingly imperfect and confused,
especially in all that relates to abstract ideas or
mental operations .... A more logical order, however,
pervades the sections relating to natural objects, such
as Seas
,
Earth
, Towns , Plants, and Animals , which form
separate classes; exhibiting a remarkable effort at
analysis at so remote a period of Indian literature.
The well-known work of Bishop Wilkins, entitled,
An Essay towards a Real Character and a Philosophical
Language
,
published in 1668 . . . was soon found to be
far too abstruse and recondite for practical application.
In the year 1797, there appeared in Paris an anony-
mous work, entitled, PASIGRAPHIE ou Premiers Elements
du nouyel Art -Science d' ecrire et d* imprimer une langue
de maniSre a "^tre lu et entendu dans toute autre langue
sans traduction , of which an edition in German was also
published. It contains a great number of tabular
schemes of categories', all of which appear to be exces-
sively arbitrary and artificial, and extremely difficult
of application, as well as of apprehension.
4
4 C. 0. Sylvester Mawson, editor, Roget T s International
Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases (New York:
Thomas Y. Urowell Co., 1933T7 p. xviii.
:c
Mawson^ recounts that Peter Mark Roget in 1852
brought out his Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases
Classified and Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and Assist in Literary Composition . In 1853, a
second edition came out. In 1855, a third edition appeared,
followed by others. Roget f s son ["John Lewis Roget] went
on with the work.
This type of classification has been done in other
languages :^ "Dictionnaire Ideologique by T. Robertson
( Paris, 1859) ; Deutcher Sprachschatz by D. Sanders
( Hamburg, 1878 ),* and Deutscher Wortschatz , Oder Per passende
Ausdruck by A. Schelling ( Stuttgart, 1892)
Should young children be provided with experiences
which will encourage them to make intelligent classifications?
Watts says
:
The importance for the child f s progress of the ability
to compare objects in respect to their size, shape,
colour, texture, weight, movement, etc., and the ability
to speak intelligently about them, needs no emphasis.
To be able to make this kind of comparison means that
the child can attend to abstract qualities apart from
their context and has begun to construct a framework of
reference which he can use in classifying each impression
that comes to him, and so subject his experiences in-
creasingly to the control of his understanding.
7
5 Ibid
.
,
p. viii.
6 Ibid
.
,
p . xvii
,
7 A. Y, Watts, The Language and Mental Development
of Yourg Children; an .assay in Jiiducational Psychology
[London: F. Harr^p and Co., Ltd
. ,
1944 )
, p. 151.

Glaser feels that the teacher must accept part of
the responsibility for teaching pupils to make thoughtful
generalizations. He comments:
. . . Too often the procedure has been for the teacher
to hand down ready-made generalizations and conclusions
rather than to work with the students at problems which
have significance for them, helping them to learn how
to arrive at generalizations, how to test these generali-
zations in practice, and how to revise them in the light
of new experience....
If material is to be readily understood by the
average fourth grade child, the vocabulary must be simple;
however, in order to provoke interest and hold attention,
the use of colorful words must be undertaken. If material
is to be just difficult enough to present a challenge to
the average, fourth grade child, the use of one or more
scientifically compiled word lists is indicated. Rinsland^
considers the words on his word list to be adequate as a
basic vocabulary for the average group of children in each
grade. He writes:
. . . This vocabulary should furnish much more than 90
per cent of the words for Grade VTII and perhaps more
than 98 per cent of the words for Grade I - with the
8 Edward Maynard G-laser, An Experiment in the
Development of Critical Thinking TTeachers College Con-
tributions to Education, No. 843. New York: Teachers Colleg
Columbia University, 1941), p. 9.
9 Henry D. Rinsland . Basic Vocabulary of Elementary
School Children (New York: Che Ivlacmillan Company, 1945)
,
pp. 16-17.
-
•percentages of the other grades falling between these
limits ....
. . . Definiteness of knowledge about each word in this
list varies of course with the frequency of occurrence;
but even words of three frequency carry just that much
more information about their use than no count or a
writer's estimate....
It is possible that children in their unassigned
letter writing in out of school hours feel unrestricted and
write freely. Fitzgerald10 asked for letters which the
elementary school children of several city and rural school
systems had received from other boys and girls. A total of
3,184 personal letters written because the children wanted
to write them were used in this study. These letters came
from forty-one different states. Fourth grade children
wrote 742 of the letters. Of the 87,690 running words in
these fourth grade letters, 3,327 different words were
found. Errors were frequent, showing a need for intensive
word study.
Ryan11 finds that practice in dividing words into
two groups according to their meaning has the effect of
10 James Augustine Fitzgerald, "Children's Spontaneous
Writing," Peabody Journal of Education
,
10:172-78, November,
1932.
11 Calvin T. Ryan, "Vocabulary Enlargement in the
Middle Grades," Elementary English Review , 12:116-17, May, 1935

enlarging children's vocabularies. Cunningham12 reports that
classifying words or phrases according to topics in the reading
material and pairing words of related meanings have brought
about interest and growth in children* s use of words.
Although workbook material for general classroom
use should provide for individual differences; yet, in order
to hold a workbook to a reasonable size, most consideration
is usually given to the interests and abilities of the average
child. Conversations with children in life situations,
attention to the books borrowed by children from school and
public libraries, and observation of grades four and three in
parochial and laboratory schools make it appear to the writer
that both fourth and third grade children have to a high degree
the reading interests which Dowell and Garrison^ list in
part as: kindness, bravery, happiness and beauty, humor,
animals , achievement , love , and wisdom.
12 Ruth A. Cunningham, "Vocabulary Growth in
Intermediate Grades," Elementary English Review
, n- 130-31
May, 1934.
13 Pattie A. Dowell and K. C. Garrison," A Study of
Reading Interests of Third-Grade Subjects," Peabody Journal
of Education
, 8: 202-6, January, 1931.

Very young children and immature adults do not appear
to be capable of seeing intermediate stages between their
classifications. Watts 1^ adds:
... Up to the age of six and a half or seven, children
usually limit their description of strangers to out-
standing visible features.... If, however, the child
goes beyond what he sees and to give an impression of
the character of the person he is describing he is
content, as a rule, to divide people into two classes -
those that please him and those that don f t....
It is equally the mark of immature adults to employ
the fewest categories for the classification of those
with whom they come into contact....
Critical thinking as defined by Glaser1 ^ is the other
extreme
:
... Critical thinking calls for a persistent effort to
examine any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the
light of the evidence that supports it and the further
conclusions to which it tends. It also generally
requires ability to ... draw warranted conclusions and
generalizations, to put to test the conclusions and
generalizations at which one arrives, to reconstruct
one's pattern of beliefs on the basis of wider experience,
and to render accurate judgments about specific things
and qualities in everyday life.
In a review of the problems of arranging a useful
system of word classification, Peter Mark Roget explains:
... There are many words, again, which express ideas
compounded of two elementary ideas belonging
to different classes. It is therefore necessary
14 A. F. Watts, The Language and Mental Development
of Children , pp. 174-5.
15 Edward Maynard Glaser, An Experiment in the
Development of Critical Thinking , p. o.
r
to place these words respectively under each of the
generic heads to which they relate. The necessity of
these repetitions is increased by the circumstance, that
ideas included under one class are often connected by
relations of the same kind as the ideas which belong to
another class. Thus we find the same relations of order
and quantity existing among the ideas of Time as well
as those of Space . Sequence in the one is denoted by
the same terms as sequence in the other, and the measures
of time also express the measures of space1"....
On the same subject, John Lewis Rogetl7 gives his
opinion:
Any attempt at a philosophical arrangement, under
categories, of the words of our language, must reveal
the fact that it is impossible to separate and circum-
scribe the several groups by absolutely distinct boundary
lines. There will always be found to exist, between the
words in one group and those in another, a variety of
mutual affinities, corresponding with similar relations
among the ideas expressed.
For, in the endeavor to enrich our treasury of
expression, we might easily allow ourselves to be led
imperceptibly onward by the natural association of one
word with another, and to add word after word, until
group after group would successively be absorbed under
some single heading and the fundamental divisions of
the system be effaced ....
Hayakawa18 makes this analysis of classification
systems:
. .
.
What we call things and where we draw the line between
one class of things and another depend upon the interests
16 C. 0. Sylvester Maws on, editor, Roget »s
International Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases
. p. xv.
17 John Lewis Roget, editor, Roget's Thesaurus
, A
Treasury of the English Words ( revised edition; Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippmcott Co., n.d. ) , pp. vii-viii.
IS S. I. Hayakawa, Language in Action (New York:Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1941)
, pp .Tfrl-!?4.

we have and the purposes of the classification. For
example, animals are classified in one way by the meat
industry, in a different way by the leather industry, in
another different way by the fur industry, and in a still
different way by the biologist. None of these classifica-
tions is any more final than any of the others ; each of
them is useful for its purpose.
There are few complexities about classifications at
the level of dogs and cats, knives and forks, cigarettes
and candy, but when it comes to classifications at high
levels of abstraction, for example, those describing
conduct, social institutions, philosophical and moral
problems, serious difficulties occur ....
19Browne 7 constructed exercises in classification and
organization to develop the ability to associate ideas into
common categories and ultimately master paragraph sense.
Classification of words and phrases was the first step. The
second set of exercises analyzed paragraphs selected from the
works of noted authors of children* s stories collected in
literature books, science and social study textbooks. The
third series was based on the original construction of words
and phrases under a given title. In this experiment with
a small group of pupils of normal and superior intelligence,
the exercises stimulated thinking, required concentration,
improved the ways of expression, and proved interesting and
challenging.
19 M. E. Browne, "Exercises in Classification to
Stimulate Thought and Develop Paragraph Sense,"
(Ed. M. Service Paper, Boston University, 1945), pp. 15-73.
**
f
4^
Thorndike tested the ability of 200 sixth grade
pupils to find the general topic of a paragraph. Many answers
showed that the impression made by the word paragraph was
overly vivid. The children attached too much importance to
certain words in the paragraph. From this experiment it is
concluded that a child does not always understand what he
reads as well as he thinks he does. Understanding a para-
graph consists in sifting out the important elements and
reuniting them without neglecting to invest each one with the
exact amount of weight that the author intended it to bear.
Dunn T s experiment was conducted with a small group
on the high school level. Individual outlines were made
and then checked with a co-operative outline built by the
class. This experiment pointed out that some pupils excel
in paragraph work but are low in story comprehension and
almost lost when it comes to a longer selection of factual
material,,
22
Mc Dowell and Anderson conclude: "Objective test
exercises of the type requiring the selection of subordinate
20 Edward Lee Thorndike, "Reading as Reasoning:
A Study of Mistakes in Paragraph Reading," Journal of
Educational Psychology
,
8:323-32, June 1917.
21. Ethel M. Dunn, "An Experiment in Reading}'
Education
, 61:295-96, January, 1941.
22 J. G. Mc Dowell and H. R. Anderson, "Testing the
Ability of Pupils to Outline," School Review
, 46:56,
January, 1938.

12
statements are somewhat better measures of the ability
to outline in an actual situation than are exercises requiring
the selection of superior headings or co-ordinate statements'!.
.
|
For the purpose of measuring ability to make topical
outlines, Daringer23 devised a multiple-choice test with five
possible responses. The score is a measure of the pupil*
s
ability: to select the central idea of the paragraph; to
determine the number of important, supporting details; to
locate the supporting details. This objective test was built
for a series of twenty paragraphs and given to 42 ninth grade
pupils. The conclusion drawn is that an objective test is a
more effective instrument for measuring the ability of above
average pupils to make topical outlines from paragraphs than
it is for measuring the same ability in below average pupils.
Salisbury defines the topic sentence as the key -
the sentence which tells what the paragraph is about. A clear
outline can often be composed by setting down in order the
topic sentences of successive paragraphs. The reason for
making an outline is a need for a brief record of the main
23 Helen Fern Daringer, "An Objective Measure of
Ability to Make Topical Outlines," Journal of Educational
Psychology
,
20:112-18, February, 19ZT.
24 Rachel Salisbury, Better Work Habits in College ,
A Practice Book on the Thought Side of Reading and Composition

ipoints. For study and analysis, set down a topical outline:
to prepare a speech or a paper, depend upon a sentence outline.
A survey of the reading purposes of twenty thousand
high school students and the results of a million and a half
standardized, objective reading tests gave Broening2 ^ evidence
that pupils who do not read satisfactorily need training in
certain skills, for example, the skill of outlining. Of this,
Broening writes
:
... Outlining ... depends upon the reader's being able
(1) to read quickly an entire selection to discover what
the author is talking about,
(2) to glance back over every paragraph to learn if the
author stated his idea in a topic sentence,
(3) to find key words in other sentences that support
the main idea,
(4) to list main ideas with supporting details,
(5) to re-group points under broader headings, if
necessary,
(6) to utilize marginal topics, italics, bold type, or
other typographical aids in discovering what the
author intends as important ideas.
25 Angela M. Broening, "Abilities which Contribute
to Effective Reading," Education , 62:14-16, September, 1941.
13
t
14
26Salisbury conducted an experiment with 474 students
in the English classes of four midwestern high schools. She
concludes that outlining as a study skill when taught with
general materials transfers to specific study situations.
Further conclusions are:
The mental skills involved in outlining and summa-
rizing, described herein as the process of logical
organization, transfer to produce improvement in general
thinking or reasoning ability, as tested by problems not
related to the specific school curriculum.
Training in logical organization of the sort given
in this investigation produces marked improvement in
reading ability, slowing down somewhat the speed of
reading typical study materials and greatly increasing
comprehension.
Training in logical organization appears to be somewhat
more successful if given intensively during a short period
of time than if given intermittently during a longer
period.
Skill in outlining, as a study habit, is a highly
successful aid to learning.
Since these studies have shown the inability of many
high school and college students to make good outlines
although it is conceded that outlining is a valuable study
skill; and since these studies have pointed out the im-
portance of training in word classification and choosing
the best title or major idea of paragraphs as preparatory
26 Rachel Salisbury, "A Study of the Transfer Effects
of Training in Logical Organization, "Journal of Educational
Research, 28: 243-54, December, 1934.

measures for outlining, the writer has undertaken to fill
this need by building a series of exercises for use in the
fourth grade.
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CHAPTER II
EXERCISES IN CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS
FOREWORD
It is apparent that many high school and college
students do not understand how to outline well and rapidly;
yet it is acknowledged that outlining is a valuable study
device, a study device used by the most successful students.
Effective outlining promotes attentive reading, encourages
thoughtful evaluation, provides a record for reference when
taking other courses in the same or related fields, and puts
material in a form useful for review as preparation for
examinations. A more general knowledge of the principles
of outlining should lead to wider use of outlining as a
study skill. With this wider use of outlining, is it not
possible that the levels of scholastic attainment will be
raised?
>\ *
raining in the recognition of ways in which words
are alike and ways in which words are different may be basic
to proficiency in outlining. It seems to be a reasonable
place to begin and the fourth year of grade school seems to
be a logical time to begin. In working with words there is
an immediate impression of vast associative systems operating
between them even at this elementary level. It is seldom
that a word cannot be classed in more than one way and the way
i4
selected usually depends upon the thought habits of the
person arranging the classification. It is intended that
the following lessons in word classification be taught
intensively over a short period of time. The discriminations
between words are thought to be such as an average fourth
grade child might reasonably be expected to grasp, but not
without effort.
The tale of John and Jane is included partly to
integrate the exercises, partly to keep the child interested,
partly to direct the child* s mind toward certain word
groupings which otherwise might not be evident to him, but
most of all to help the child of limited experiences by
placing in context a few of the words.
It may happen that these exercises will add words
to the child* s vocabulary or benefit him in some unforseen
way. Such a result would only be incidental to the writer's
real purpose in attempting to teach logical organization of
words as a fundamental of outlining.
r4
4
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EXERCISES
INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE I
John and Jane are twins. They are having a birthday-
party today. I don't remember whether they are nine, ten,
or eleven years old.
Here are their birthday presents wrapped in fancy paper and
tied with big bows of pretty ribbon. The packages are in a
high pile with the blue beads on top,
blue beads .
football helmet ;
set of toy soldiers; family of paper dolls;
Boy Scout suit; pink, party dress ;
chest of carpenter tools; sewing box
Joints presents are: Jane's presents are:
((
c
))
24
ANSWER SHEET I a
I went to the birthday party. I watched the twins
open their packages. So I can tell you which presents are
John's. And I can tell you which presents are Jane's.
John's presents are:
1. football helmet
2. set of toy soldiers
3. Boy Scout suit
4. chest of carpenter tools
Jane's presents are:
1. blue beads
2. family of paper dolls
3» pink, party dress
4. sewing box
Look at the lists which you made.
Are your lists like mine?
The presents do not have to be in the same order as I have them.
You were not at the birthday party.
Anyway, I did not see you there.
How can you tell which presents are John's?
How can you tell which presents are Jane's?
That is easy.
The presents for a boy are John's.
The presents for a girl are Jane's.
t(
INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE II
John wrote letters to some of his friends.
He asked them to join the Boy Scouts,
Jane wrote letters to some of her friends.
She asked them to join the Sewing Club.
The twins dropped the letters into the mailbox.
Of course, the names got all mixed up like this;
James
Susan Anne
Sally Tommy Fred
Carol
Bill Nancy
David
John wrote letters to;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Jane wrote letters to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(.
ANSWER SHEET II a
I helped John and Jane put stamps on the envelopes
.
So I know that John wrote letters to these children:
1. James
2 . Tommy
3 . Fred
4. Bill
5 . David
And I know that Jane wrote letters to these children:
1. Susan
2 . Anne
3. Sally
4. Carol
5. Nancy
Are your lists just like mine?
The names of the children do not have to be in the same order
as I have writt.en them.
You did not help John and Jane put stamps on the envelopes.
So how can you tell which children got letters from John?
And how can you tell which children got letters from Janer
This is the answer. If your lists were just like mine, you
do not need to read it,
John sent letters to boys because boys join the Boy Scouts.
Jane sent letters to girls because girls join the Sewing Club.
cc
INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE III
The twins see Father coming home from the office.
So they race to the corner to meet him. John gets there
first and begins to tell Father about a stray collie dog
which followed him home from school. Jane starts telling
Father about the school picnic. The twins are both talking
at once. Their words get all mixed up like the words below.
But Father seems to understand them all right.
Can you understand the twins as well as Father does?
Which words is John saying? Make a list of them.
Which words is Jane saying? Make a list of them.
peanut butter sandwiches; school picnic; does tricks;
lunch basket; chases cats; stray collie dog;
paper plates; barks at strangers; cold lemonade;
hides bones in the yard;
John says: jane sayS :
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.
4. 4.
5. 5.
(('
c
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ANSWER SHEET III a
These lists of words are correct.
Are your lists of words correct, too?
The words on your lists do not have to be in the same order.
Words that John says: Wordr; that Jane says:
1. does tricks 1. peanut butter sandwiches
2. chases cats 2. school picnic
3. stray collie dog 3. lunch basket
4. barks at strangers 4. paper plates
5. hides bones in the yard 5
.
cold lemonade
If your lists of words are correct, print your name in big
letters on this HONOR ROLL.
****************************
^
* HONOR ROLL *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
J^s 5ji 5fi 2^ sf* "rf. ^» ?|i i^, i(l 5|C 5jC 3jc sj» J^* 5|C 3jc ?jc 5|C 5j
All the words on the first list are alike in some way.
(They are about a dog.)
All the words on the second list are alike in some way.
(They are about a picnic.)
How neat two lists look I
It is fun to sort out the words and put them on the list where
they BELONG.
*e
INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE IV
John turned on the big radio by the fireplace.
He began to listen to an airplane program.
Jane turned on the little radio in her bedroom.
She began to listen to a circus program.
The airplane words coming over the big radio got all mixed
up with the circus words coming over the little radio.
Can you sort out the words by making two lists of them?
These are the words:
circus
;
clown;
airplane
;
seat belt;
lion act; motor;
elephants
;
pilot
;
trapeze
;
airport;
Airplane words Circus words
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.
4. 4.
c:
c
c
c
ANSWER SHEET IV a
The right list of words are below.
Do your lists match these?
The words do not have to be in the same order.
Airplane words Circus words
airplane 1# circus
2. motor 2. lion act
3. pilot 3. clown
4. seat belt 4» elephants
5. airport 5. trapeze
If you did not make any mistakes, draw a big star in this box.
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
i(c sjc jj» 5|c ?jc J^T 5|C jjc j^c J^c
The airplane words and the circus words were all mixed up.
It was your job to sort them out.
If you made some mistakes , do you understand about them now?
ci
t
INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE V
John is reading the School News out loud to Father.
John is reading about the baseball game. The fourth grade,
and that is John's grade, won the game.
Jane is talking over the telephone to her best friend.
Jane is telling her best friend about a railroad trip which
she took all by herself.
John is saying baseball words. Jane is saying railroad
words. But the baseball words and the railroad words are
mixed together in a queer way. It would be easy to separate
the words into two lists. Can you do it?
Here are the words:
baseball game; railroad trip; bat; first base;
dining car; three strikes; home run; conductor;
engine; passengers
Baseball words Railroad words
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.
4. 4.
5. 5.
rc
ANSWER SHEET V a
Check your work with the two lists below.
Your words do not have to be in the same order.
Baseball words Railroad words
1. baseball game 1. railroad trip
2. bat 2. engine
3. first base 3. dining car
4. three strikes 4. conductor
5. home run 5. passengers
Are your lists of words exactly right?
If they are, give yourself a pat on the back.
Careful reading helps you to get your work right.
Clear thinking helps you to separate the words into two lists.
There is a reason for putting the words into two lists.
All the words on each list have SOMETHING IN COMMON.

EXERCISE VII
John visited Uncle Slim who is a cowboy and works on
a cattle ranch in the West,
Jane visited the hospital with Big Sister who is a
nurse
.
What did John see? Put the ranch words into a list.
What did Jane see? Put the hospital words into a list.
Here are the words which you may use for your two lists:
cowboy; doctor; bandage; horse; boots;
saddle; medicine; nurse; thermometer; rope
EXERCISE VIII
John and Jane live in the city in the winter. They
go to the country in the summer.
What do the twins do when they are in the city? Some of the
words below will tell you.
What do the twins do when they are in the country? Some of the
words below will tell you,
I wonder if you can find a way to make two lists of these words
t
gather the eggs; eat in a restaurant; go after the cows;
jump in the hay; ride in an elevator; feed the pigs;
ask a policeman a question; ride in a ta*i;
sleep in a hotel; play in a barn
eC:
EXERCISE IX
John went on a trip to Alaska. Jane went on a trip to Holland.
What did John see in Alaska? What did Jane see in Holland?
Fix the words below so that these questions will be answered.
canals; sled dogs; windmills; white fox;
reindeer; dikes; tulips; fur suits;
wooden shoes; Eskimo babies
EXERCISE X
Would these animals get along well together? Better make two
lists before there is trouble.
mule; bear; tiger; pig; elephant; cow;
lion; horse; sheep; wolf
EXERCISE XI
Songbirds sing to tell everyone that they are happy.
Barnyard fowl worry so much about being eaten for Sunday dinner
that they don't feel like singing.
Here are ten words . Divide them into two lists. Make a list
of five words which have something in common. Then make
another list of five words which have something in common.
chicken; duck; robin; bluebird; rooster;
meadow lark; canary; turkey; song sparrow; goose
(
EXERCISE XII
John and Father were on a fishing trip. They caught
a nice string of trout and fried them golden brown for
breakfast. But they had a little trouble, too. Ants caused
the trouble. Ants hid in the sugar.
I promise to show you how to arrange the words below in two
lists
.
beetle; ant; mackerel; bumblebee; salmon; catfish;
spider; trout; grasshopper; codfish
This is a list of fish.
Begin with the kind of fish that John and Father caught.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
This is a list of insects.
Begin with the kind of insect which hid in the sugar.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
cc
EXERCISE XIII
John told his friend, the fruit tree, that he was so
hungry that he was going to starve. Of course, the fruit tree
did not believe it. But she was a kind fruit tree. So she
shook her branches and beautiful, ripe fruit fell into John's
hands. John took a big, red apple over to the flower garden
where Jane was picking a bouquet of yellow marigolds.
Read the words below. How long would it take you to make one
list of the fruits and another list of the flowers?
orange; rose; daisy; grapes; tulip; apple;
banana; dandelion; marigold; cherry

EXERCISE XIV
Cousin Mike fed grain to Gobble Turkey to get him
fat for Thanksgiving Dinner.
It was a good thing that Cousin Mike is a tree doctor.
For the dear old tree in the corner of the farmyard was sick.
Cousin Mike sawed off a hollow limb. It was the same hollow
limb that Downy Woodpecker had used for a drum all summer.
This was no sooner done than the dear old tree began to get
well.
All of the time that you are reading the words below, be
looking for the names of different grains and different trees.
You will need the names of grains to fill out one list. And
you will need the names of trees to fill out the other list.
wheat; rye; pine; oak; redwood; corn;
barley; palm tree; oats; maple
Kinds of grain
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Kinds of trees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
-
EXERCISE VI
33
John wants to write a story about the seashore.
Jane wants to write a story about a pony farm.
Read the words below.
Do some of them make you think of the seashore? Then those
are the words which John will need to use in his story about
the seashore. Write a list of them.
Read the words below one more time.
Do you find any words which make you think of a pony farm?
Then you have found the words which Jane will need to use in
her story about a pony farm. Write a list of them.
sand; starfish; ponies; fences; seashore;
stables; shells; waves; grass; pasture;
List of seashore words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
List of pony farm words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EXERCISE XV
John picked up a big, market basket. Jane picked up a
big, market basket. Twins sometimes do the same thing at the
same time. Then they went out to their garden to get some
vegetables to sell. But this is when the twins stopped doing
exactly the same thing. John pulled vegetables out of the
ground. Jane picked vegetables from vines. Soon the twins
opened a vegetable market beside the road.
Below are the names of the vegetables with which the twins
filled their market baskets. Which are the vegetables which
John pulled out of the ground? Which are the vegetables
which Jane picked from their vines? Answer these questions
by carefully making two lists of vegetables.
peas; beets; squash; radishes; onions;
carrots; turnips; tomatoes; beans; pumpkins
r-
EXERCISE XVI
Jane has a new, yellow raincoat and a new yellow rain
hat. Every morning she jumps out of bed and runs to the
window to see if it is a rainy day.
How are you going to put the words below into two lists?
I am going to let you write two lists all by yourself.
Sunday;
rainy;
Monday;
Wednesday;
sunny;
cloudy;
Tuesday;
windy;
stormy;
Thursday
My own list.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
My own list
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
EXERCISE XVII
Look for two kinds of names.
Make a list of each kind of name.
Mr. Jones; Mr. Brown; James; Mr. Smith;
Peter; Charles; Mr. Martin; William;
Mr. Black; Albert
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EXERCISE XVIII
The family sat around the big table for Thanksgiving
dinner. The women and girls wore new dresses. The men
and
boys wore their best neckties.
This is what you are to do. Figure out a way to
divide these
relatives into two groups. Mother will be in one group.
Father will be in the other group.
Father;
Mother- Uncle Slim; Grandfather; Big Sister;
Grandmother; Baby Sister; Jane;
John; Cousin Mike
EXERCISE XIX
John has a big book called Lives of Great Men .
Jane has a big book called Fairy Tales .
Here are some names for you to read.
"Which names are in John's book?
Write a list of names to answer that question.
Which names are in Jane's book?
Write a list of names to answer that question.
Christopher Columbus; Little Red Riding Hood;
Benjamin Franklin; Cinderella; Snow White;
George Washington; Abraham Lincoln; The Sleeping Beauty;
Robert E. Lee; The Blue Fairy
(
EXERCISE XX
Jane is reading an Indian story while John finishes
the chapter about Abraham Lincoln in Lives of Great Men .
which words would Jane find in an Indian story? Make a lis
of them.
How many of these words would be in the chapter about
Abraham Lincoln that John is reading? Make a list of them.
Abraham Lincoln; tepee; papoose; borrowed books;
log cabin; bow and arrow; fireplace; axe;
squaw; birch bark canoe
EXERCISE XXI
Jane has a bookcase with fairy tales on every shelf.
She leaves the glass doors of the bookcase open at night so
that the fairies can get out. But they are always back on
the right pages by morning.
How would you put these words into two lists?
Fairies might be the first word on one list.
Children might be the first word on the other list.
men; fairies; goblins; children; brownies
persons; people; elves; witches; women
ec
J
EXERCISE XXII
Jane likes all the make-believe people. But John likes
real people who answer when he asks them questions.
Which words are you going to put on your list of make-believe
people?
Which words are you going to put on your list of real people?
snowman
;
carpenter;
farmer; man in the moon; gingerbread boy;
sandman; fireman; scarecrow;
policeman; postman
EXERCISE XXIII
John wishes that some Eskimo or Indian children would
move into the vacant apartment upstairs.
Jane would rather have a royal family rent the
apartment. The royal princess might let Jane try on her
everyday crown.
r What is the best way of placing these people in two groups?
Indians ; Eskimos king; queen; Mexicans;
emperor; English; princess; Dutch; prince
cc
EXERCISE XXIV
A good fairy puts on clean wings every morning before
she begins to do good deeds.
Make two lists of these words grouping the good people in one
list and the people who are not good in another list.
brave knight; robber; a cheat; Red Cross Nurse;
angel; pirate; good fairy; hero; bad man;
wicked witch; saint; knave
EXERCISE XXV
Here is a problem. How can you put these words into two lists?
kind; good
;
wicked
horrid pleasant
mean;
nice bad
cruel
;
sweet
;
EXERCISE XXVI
Jane was marching in the St. Patrick's Day Parade
when it began to rain. The wettest raindrop of all ran down
her neck and spoiled her fun.
Here are some words for you to read. It won't be much
trouble to arrange them in two lists.
rainstorm during a parade; a party; birthday present;
a black scowl; vacation; a spanking;
a quarrel; a valentine; picnic; a scolding
44
r
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EXERCISE XXVII
What is the best way to build two lists with these words?
smiling; happy; sad; cross; in tears; merry;
unhappy; joyful; crying; laughing
EXERCISE XXVIII
Do you have a good idea about putting these words in two lists?
dirty; clean; new; ragged; torn; bright;
unkept; soiled; shiny; spotless
EXERCISE XXIX
Jane stood on her tiptoes to look tall. She took a
long breath to look fat. She pinched her cheeks to make them
red. But Jane did not fool anybody. She was ill.
Make a list of words which describe Jane now while she is ill.
Then make another list of the words which will describe Jane
when she becomes healthy.
Use these words to make your lists:
strong; full of life; weak; ill; healthy;
feel well; active; tired; thin; sick

EXERCISE XXX
Big Sister who is a nurse put on her white cap and
weighed skinny Jane on the big scales. Then she looked very-
wise and gave Jane a list of Health Rules to follow. Soon
Jane was such a roly-poly that the buttons popped off her
dress.
Write a list of Health Rules just like the list that Big
Sister gave Jane.
The rest of the words will not help anybody. Scratch them out
eat fruit; don't like milk; no breakfast;
get plenty of sleep; play outdoors; stay up late;
hate baths; forget to brush teeth; eat vegetables;
drink milk
«jc » ^ jjc JyC 2^C i^s s\ J*' JfL y^Z '. ifC 3|C JfL >j i^i J^s I^C 5jC 3^C J^C Jj> «^
* *
* HEALTH RULES
*
* 1. *
* *
* 2. *
* *
*
* !
! 4 - *
*
* z*
*
*
*

EXERCISE XXXI
It is Joints job to put the cat out "before he goes to
bed. Sometimes the cat hides and John has to hunt all over
the house for her.
Make a list of the places in the house where the cat hides
from John,
Make a list of the directions in which John goes to hunt for
the cat.
kitchen; north; attic; south; east;
cellar; west; dining room
EXERCISE XXXII
Here is another problem for you.
Find a way to make two lists of these words.
over the hill; in England; in Holland; in the valley;
by the lake; in Alaska; on the island;
in Canada; in Mexico; across the river
EXERCISE XXXIII
Can you think of a way to form two lists from the words below?
Silent Night; band; The Star Spangled Banner; chorus;
White Christmas; orchestra; Happy Birthday to Xou;
choir

EXERCISE XXXIV
John plays the bass drum in the School Band. He was
late for band practice today. The baby fell asleep on the
bass drum. When John tried to move her, she woke up. She
would have liked to cry but John let her beat the drum and
she forgot to.
All of the words below go to band practice. Some of them are
names of band instruments. Some of them are signs which stay
on the sheets of music and tell you how to play. I depend on
you to finish the two lists which I have begun.
cornet; notes; trumpet; G- clef; staff; drum;
horn; rests; bar; trombone
Band instruments Signs which tell you how to pLay.
1. trumpet 1. rests

EXERCISE XXXV
Jane stood by the window to practice her violin lesson.
A black and yellow butterfly flew in and rode back and forth,
back and forth on the end of Jane's violin bow. Jane drew her
violin bow over the strings very gently so that she would not
frighten the butterfly away.
In what way are five of these musical instruments different
from the other five musical instruments?
There is no trick in this.
I will begin to make two lists. It is up to you to finish the
lists •
Jane's violin; banjo; pipe organ; horn; harp;
John's bass drum; guitar; harmonica; flute;
mandolin
1. Jane's violin 1. John's bass drum
2. harp 2. harmonica

EXERCISE XXXVI
Red Rooster always wakes the morning up early.
He sits on the barnyard fence and flaps his wings and crows,
"Cock-a-doodle-do. Cock-a-doodle-do." Then the dog barks,
the cows bellow, the pigs squeal, and the ducks quack. It
is a new day on the farm.
You won't need help in putting these sounds into two lists.
So get it done right away.
rooster crows; speak gently; whisper; dog barks;
ducks quack; talk in a low voice; pigs squeal;
say things quietly; cows bellow; have a soft voice

EXERCISE XXXVII
A boy rode up the street on a bicycle and took a yellow
telegram out of his pocket.
"Who is it for?" asked John.
"Where is it from? asked Jane.
The baby stood up on a chair to see better.
Messages keep people in touch with each other. Will you make
a list of the kinds of messages which are among the words
below?
Besides roads , there are other links between different parts
of our country. 'Will you make a list of those which you find
among the words below?
letters; streets; postcards; roads; canals;
telephone calls; telegrams; notes; highways; rivers
EXERCISE XXXVIII
Mother pins the baby's nightclothes to the mattress
to keep her from jumping out of bed.
It is your job to figure out a way of placing these words on
two lists.
leap; jump; sit still; take a rest; hop;
spring; do nothing; bound; lie down; not move
3-'ston University
r.
EXERCISE XXXIX
The twins have a new camera.
John takes good pictures of the public buildings of his city.
Jane takes good pictures of people doing things.
Make a list of the pictures which John is pasting into his big
album with JOHN printed on the cover.
Make a list of the pictures which Jane is pasting into her big
album with JANE printed on the cover.
The twins took these pictures:
First National Bank; The Children's Museum; Baby Sister
hanging a May Basket on Grandmother's door; The fourth
grade planting a tree on Arbor Day; Free Public Library;
Uncle Slim riding his cowpony; school children placing
flowers on graves on Decoration Day; John leading his
collie dog in the Pet Parade; United States Post Office;
West End Railroad Station
EXERCISE XL
John's pet rabbit wears his best, white fur coat out
to play. Ke goes hippity-hop, hippity-hop when he thinks that
John is watching him.
Find the things which hop up and down. Make a list of them.
Find the things that turn around and around like a windmill
and make a list of them.
windmill; grasshopper; hands of a watch; frog;
jumping bea^S; hands of a clock; toad; rabbit;
airplane propeller; electric fan
_
EXERCISE XLI
Grandmother rode Jane's bicycle all the way aroucd
the house before she ran into the lily pond.
Make two lists of these words putting everything which runs on
water in one list and everything which runs on land in another
list.
sailboat; bus; canoe; rowboat; automobile
;
train; steamer; ship; taxi; bicycle
EXERCISE XLII
The twins have a big map of the world.
The bodies of water are colored bright blue.
The land is colored light brown.
The places which are bright blue on the map go on one list.
The places which are light brown on the map go on another list.
hill; plains; river; mountain; creek;
ocean; pond; island; peninsula; lake

EXERCISE XLIII
Grandfather is the lighthouse keeper at the Point.
He lives on land but he helps keep safe those who are on the
sea. Grandfather built his garden gate of driftwood which the
last big storm washed up on the beach.
Can you find a way of putting these words into two lists?
Head one list with land . Head one list with sea .
land; dirt; ground; saltwater; tide; waves;
sea; soil; ocean; earth
EXERCISE XLIV
The warm, summer rain stopped. John picked up his
flashlight and went out in the dusk to get bait for a fishing
trip. John knew the corner of the lawn where the longest
angleworms lived.
Begin one list with dusk .
Begin another list with flashlight .
Now that you have a good start, it won't be difficult to
finish the two lists.
candle; torch; darkness; blackness; lamp;
dusk; lantern; shadows; flashlight; night
c,
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EXERCISE XLV
John had a roll of color film for his camera. He
took pictures of the flowerbeds in the park with all the
flowers in bloom.
Do you know how to separate these words into two lists?
Number 1 on your first list could be blue.
Number 1 on your other list could be bright.
faded; yellow; gay; bright; green; blue;
light; purple; dark; red
EXERCISE XLVI
John colored a basket of Easter Eggs with a yellow crayon.
Jane colored a basket of Easter Eggs with a green crayon.
Shut your eyes and think of the words below. Every word names
something which is yellow or else it names something which is
green.
I should like to see how all the yellow things would look in
one list.
Then I should like to see how all the green things would look
in another list.
butter; Christmas tree; grass; ferns; frog;
ripe banana; Robin Eood's suit; daffodil;
dandelion blossom; lettuce; lemon; moon;
c(
c
EXERCISE XLVII
How would you put these words into two lists? One way would
be to group everything which is as white as the whiskers of
Santa Claus, and then to group everything which is as red as
a Santa Claus Suit,
milk; Red Cross; fire engine; salt; Ivory Soap;
Red Riding Hood f s cape; cotton; stop signal; stork;
cranberries; marshmallows
;
lobster; swan; lipstick
EXERCISE XLVII
I
Do you understand why these words should be placed on two
separate lists? Begin now to write the lists.
North Pole; snow; fire; boiling coffee; ice cream;
refrigerator; steam; icicles; baked potato;
hot bath
EXERCISE XLIX
This is what you are to do. Make two lists of these words.
If you have trouble getting started, think how these things
are used
.
catalogues; books; mail; pencil; pen; crayon;
magazines; chalk; newspapers; typewriter
EXERCISE L
Can you think of a reason why these words belong on two
different lists? Begin now to write the lists.
seat; throne; sidewalk; bench; carpet;
linoleum; chair; rug; stool; floor

EXERCISE LI
The children are getting ready to go on a camping trip
in the woods. They will be sorry if they take along a lot of
things which they don't need.
Make two lists of the words below.
Label one list THINGS TO TME.
Label the other list THINGS TO LEAVE AT HOME.
tent; party dress; bacon; hatchet; desk; piano;
matches; roller skates; blankets; lace tablecloth
((
EXERCISE LII
John is building a new house for his dog. The dog does
not really need a new house. But John likes to use the tool
chest that Father gave him for his birthday.
Jane is sewing with crooked stitches. But cloth needs
only a little help to become a doll dress.
How did these words get so mixed up? Some of these things
belong in a tool chest and some of them belong in a sewing
box. Write the words where they belong.
nails; cloth; hammer; needle; pins; boards;
saw; screw driver; thread; scissors
TOOL CHEST*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
jjc 3|c 5jC 5^C 3^C 3jC 5jc 3^C I^C
SEWING BOX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
c
EXERCISE LIII
Straighten out these words just as you straighten out
the clothes in your bedroom closet.
I expect you to arrange some of the things in a neat row
on the closet shelf.
I expect you to line up the rest of the things in a neat row
on the closet floor.
overshoes; rubbers; hat; shoes; "beanie";
helmet; cap; slippers; hood; boots
Pretend that this is the closet shelf. The numbers show you
where to put things,
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
Pretend that this is the closet floor. The numbers show you
where to put things.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
((
c
c
EXERCISE LIV
Mother and Jane were counting the laundry. Mother put
all the clean things for the house on the shelves of the linen
closet. Jane put all the clean clothes for the family in the
bureau drawers.
Draw a line through everything that Mother put away.
Draw a circle around everything that Jane put away.
Here is the laundry list. Use your own pencil to mark it.
* LAUNDRY LIST
*
*
cotton dresses for Jane *
*
2. pillow cases *
*
3. Father's white shirts *
*
*
* 4. tablecloths *
*
*
5 . napkins *
*
6. Mother's blue apron *
*
* 7. John's undershirt *
*
*
8. Father's striped pajamas *
* 9. towels *
*
,
*
* 10. sheets *
*
*
((
EXERCISE LV
Jane is baking a birthday cake for Father. Father 's
birthday cake won f t be good to eat if Jane puts in everything
which is written below.
Put the things on the kitchen table which should go into the
cake. Scratch out the names of things which would spoil the
cake
.
flour; eggs; rubber; sugar; lettuce; sand;
copper; milk; pepper; baking powder
JL. Z* 1. Lt Is
* *
* *
* *
* *
* The kitchen table *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* , *

EXERCISE LVI
Jane is setting the table with the best dishes and the
best silver. Company is coming.
Study the words below. You will soon discover a way of fixing
them in two lists.
breakfast; afternoon tea; forks; cups; supper;
spoons; dinner; knives; lunch; plates
EXERCISE LVII
Mother gave John a list of meats to buy at the butcher shop.
Mother gave Jane a list of milk products to buy at the dairy.
Here are the words which are on the lists.
Which words are on John's list?
Which words are on Jane's list?
Can you answer these two questions without directions from me?
cream; butter; pork chops; buttermilk; bacon
;
cheese; ham; milk; salt pork > sausage
* MEATS * * MILK PRODUCTS *
*1. * * 1. *
* * * *
*2. * * 2. *
* * * *
*3. * * 3. *
* * * *
*4. * * 4. *
* * * *
*5. * * 5. *

EXERCISE LVIII
The twins went to the grocery store for Mother. John
carried home a box of groceries. Everything in John T s box
of groceries had a sweet taste. Jane carried home a box of
groceries, too. Everything in Jane's box of groceries had
a sour taste.
Do you know what to do with the words below? Go ahead.
maple syrup; molasses; lemons; honey; grapefruit;
sour pickles; sugar; green apples; candy; vinegar
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

EXERCISE LIX
John and Jane gave a Valentine Party. At each plate
was a little, red basket full of candies in fancy shapes.
Which kind of candy tasted the best? The children could not
make up their minds. So they ate all of them.
Can you finish the two lists which I began to make from the
words below?
heart; cross; butterscotch; vanilla; square;
star; wintergreen; chocolate; triangle;
cinnamon; half moon; peppermint
Shape of the candies Taste of the candies
1. heart 1. butterscotch
2. 2.
3. 3.
4 • 4 •
5. 5.
to- (>.
EXERCISE LX
Make two lists putting the round things into one list
and the straight things into another list.
letter o; ray; streak; hoop; stripe;
circle; straight line; zero
(c
EXERCISE LXI
Jane is giving the baby a bath. The baby's skin is
as smooth as silk.
Prepare two lists of the words below putting rough things
together and smooth things together.
sandpaper; bark of an elm tree; nail file; baby's
skin; silk; rough door mat; stucco house;
satin; rose petal; pussy willow.
EXERCISE IXEI
Uncle Slim was riding his cowpony across the range
when the cowpony stepped in a gopher hole. Uncle Slim was
thrown onto a cactus and I don't need to tell you that he
got up fast.
Get two lists of words ready for me to read. One list will
be of sharp things and the other list will be of sticky things
fly paper; Scotch tape; porcupine quill; tack; glue;
needle; cactus; adhesive; thorn; paste
(
EXERCISE LXIII
The twins went to the Corner Drug Store and sat on two
stools. They turned around and around and around on the stools
while they drank the pink bubbles of their strawberry sodas.
On the way home the twins stopped to look in the
window of the Pastry Shop.
"How does the jelly get inside the jelly doughnuts?"
John asked Jane.
"How does the cream get inside the cream puffs?"
Jane asked John.
All these things taste good. That is the way in which they
are all alike . But there is a way in which some of the things
are different from the rest. As soon as you discover what
the difference is, you are ready to make two lists.
custard pies; cup cakes; hot chocolate; lemonade;
jelly doughnuts; coce> cola; strawberry soda;
cream puffs; milk; apple turnovers; sugar cookies;
orange juice
c(
EXERCISE LXIV
The twins saw a load of hay upset in the road right
outside their house. They ran as fast as they could to help
the farmer boy get out of the hay. Then the twins jumped in
the soft hay until the farmer boy made them stop. Would the
story have been the same if a load of hard rocks had upset
right outside the farmhouse?
There is a way of placing these words in two lists.
Can you do it?
hay; rock; pile of leaves; snowbank; iron;
granite; feather bed; thick carpet;
stone; marble
((
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EXERCISE LXV
How big is a box of candy? How much popcorn is there
in a bowl? You can't answer these questions because you don't
know what box of candy and what bowl of popcorn I am talking
about. I might mean a big box and a little bowl. Or I might
mean a big bowl and a little box.
How many pints of milk are there in a quart of milk?
You answer, "two". You are sure of it. It does not make any
difference which quart of milk I am talking about.
At first, you may think that you can't put the words below into
two lists. But don't give up. Read the words over and think
about them. Then your task will be easy.
pint; box of candy;
dish of ice cream;
gallon; bushel;
List 1
1. dish of ice cream
2.
3.
4.
5.
bag of peanuts; quart;
basket of apples
;
bowl of popcorn
List 2
1 . quart
2.
3.
4.
5.
peck;
(c
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EXERCISE LXVI
Which weighs more, a fat lady in a circus or a toy balloon?
Which is heavier, a ship's anchor or the cork floater on your
fishline?
You know the answers to both of those questions. Do they
give you an idea of how to work this puzzle? In no time, you
will have put the words below into two lists.
soap bubble; ton of coal; feather; ship T s anchor;
cork; fat lady in a circus; thistledown; toy balloon;
hundred pound weight; load of brick
EXERCISE LXvTI
It was Christmas Eve. Mother was putting the baby to
bed. So the twins began to trim the Christmas tree. They
took all the presents out of the hall closet where they had
been hidden.
The twins hung the small, light presents from the branches
of the Christmas tree.
The twins put the big, heavy presents on the floor around the
Christmas tree.
Here are the presents.
Which are on the Christmas tree? Make a list of them.
Which are on the floor? Make a list of them.
pipe for Grandfather; set of books for Father; rubber mouse
for the cat; bicycle for John; red silk handkerchief for
Uncle Slim; wrist watch for Jane; play pen for the baby;
easy chair for Grandmother ; fur coat for Mother;
fountain pen for Big Sister

EXERCISE LXVIII
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John climbed up on the porch roof to clean the leaves
out of the drain pipe. He found a ball which he had looked for
all summer.
Arrange these balls in a row. Begin with the smallest ball.
basket ball; tennis ball; golf ball; ping pong ball;
baseball; bowling ball
EXERCISE IXDC
The twins travel with Father and Mother.
John keeps a record of the countries where the family has
traveled.
Jane keeps a record of the states which the family has visited.
Fill out John's record sheet with places from the list below.
Fill out Jane's record sheet with places from the list below.
China; Russia; Florida; Ohio; Mexico;
Maryland; Vermont; CaliforniaCanada ; Alaska
;
* * *
* John's Travel Record * * Jane *
s
* * *
* 1. * * 1.
* * *
2. * * 2.
* * *
* 3. * * 3.
* * *
* 4. * * 4.
* * *
* 5. *
*
5.
* * *
* * * * * ** * * ** ** ** * * * * * ** * * **
**************************
*
ravel Record
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**************************
rc
EXERCISE LXX
Group the words below into two lists.
You might begin one list with inch .
You might begin one list with long ,
inch; long; yard; short; mile; deep;
narrow; wide; rod; foot
EXERCISE LXXI
Build two lists out of these words.
Remember to keep the words in the order in which they belong.
first; third; one; three; two; four;
fifth; five; second; fourth
EXERCISE LXXII
How do you plan to make two lists of these words?
Your lists will look better if you put the words in the right
order.
hundred; one half; million; one fourth;
one third; thousand
EXERCISE LXXIII
Put the words below in the right order.
Begin with penny .
penny; nickle; half dollar; quarter; dime
#0
EXERCISE LXXIV
John dropped a victrola record. It broke, so John threw it
away.
Here are some words for you to think about.
Some of these things are of no more use than John's broken
victrola record.
Some of these things have high value.
Plan two lists of these words. Then go ahead and write them.
radio; dead flower; fur coat; new car; jewels;
broken victrola record; rotton apple; a penny;
million dollars; old movie ticket
EXERCISE LXXV
C. Chipmunk stole one of Jane's red mittens from the
clothesline. Jane did not know what to do with the mitten that
she still had. It did not seem to be good for anything.
As you read the words below, make up your mind which things are
like Jane*s red mitten - worth nothing at all.
Then decide which things are worth a great deal.
Last of all, group the words in two lists.
broken shoestring; ink blot; diamonds; gold ring;
burned match; money; one red mitten; spilled milk;
wrist watch; new bicycle
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EXERCISE LXXVT
Can you think of a good way to build two lists out of these
words?
puppy; dog; kitten; cat; sheep; calf;
colt; cow; horse; lamb
EXERCISE LXXVTI
A big family moved next door.
Here are the ages of the children. Start with the oldest and
put them in the right order.
eight years; two years; six years; ten years;
four years; fourteen years; twelve years
EXERCISE LXXVTII
Put these words in the right order.
Begin with Grandmother .
Grandmother; Baby Sister; Mother; Jane; Big Sister
EXERCISE LXXIX
Make two lists of these words beginning one list with spring
and the other list with morning .
Put the words on each list in the right order.
spring; morning; winter; evening; autumn;
afternoon; summer; noon
i
EXERCISE LXXX
Can you put these words in the right order without looking
at the clock?
one o'clock; a quarter after five; six o t clock;
a quarter of four; half past three
EXERCISE LXXXI
Can you put these words in the right order without looking
at the calendar?
March; May; December; September; June
EXERCISE LXXXI I
One rainy day the children found some old magazines
in the attic. The baby turned the pages so fast that John
said she was trying to see them all at once.
"Let's play 'library 1 /1 said Jane.
"We will put the magazines in a pile with the oldest
one on the bottom," agreed John.
Soon the magazines were in a neat pile and the children
went downstairs to supper.
Below are the dates of the magazines. Can you put them in
as good order as the twins did?
May 5, 1934; June 5, 1940; December 5, 1942;
March 5, 1936; September 5, 1938
9/
EXERCISE LXXXIII
Put these words in the right order. Begin with the first
holiday of the year.
New Year* s; Christmas; Easter; Washington's
Birthday; Thanksgiving; Fourth of July
EXERCISE LXXXIV
Put these words in the right order. Start with second ,
second; hour; minute; week; day; year; month
EXERCISE LXXXV
Put these words in the right order. Begin with last year ,
last year; yesterday; next year; tomorrow; today
EXERCISE LXXXVT
John likes to read stories about the days of long ago.
Jane dreams about all the wonderful things which are going to
happen.
Below are some words for you to read.
Put everything which happened before you were born into one
list.
Put everything which has not happened yet into another list.
next Christmas; when Grandfather was a boy; Pilgrim Times;
next vacation; tomorrow; once upon a time; in the
days of King Arthur and his Round Table; when I grow up
1
EXERCISE LXXXVII
John set out for a walk. He did not go far before
his foot began to hurt.
Below are some sentences that are all mixed up.
Put the sentences in the right order and you will find out
what happened to John.
He threw away the sharp stone.
John took off his shoe and looked inside it.
Then he put his shoe back on and walked away whistling.
He found a sharp stone in the toe of his shoe.
EXERCISE LXXXVIII
It was Big Sister 1 s birthday. Jane baked a birthday
cake and put little, pink candles on it.
Here are some sentences telling what Big Sister did.
If you put the sentences in the right order, you will have the
rest of Big Sister's birthday story.
Of course, Big Sister ate a big piece of her birthday cake.
Next she cut the birthday cake.
Then she blew out every one of the little, pink candles.
The first thing that Big Sister did was to light every one of
the little, pink candles.
Last of all, she fed the cake crumbs to the birds.

EXERCISE LXXXIX
John went to the library to borrow a book.
Pretend that you are telling somebody what John did.
Which words are you using? Make a list of them.
Be careful to put them in the right order.
Jane wrote a letter to Grandfather.
Pretend that you are telling somebody what Jane did.
Which words are you using? Make a list of them.
Be careful to put them in the right order.
Here are the words for which you are to find a place on your
lists*
write a letter; take the book home to read; mail the letter;
pick out a book; go to the library; put a stamp on it.
EXERCISE XC
Every spring, John and Jane plant a vegetable garden.
Below are some words which tell what happened in the spring.
See if you can put the words into two lists.
Be sure to put them in the right order.
Mr. and Mrs. Robin came to the orchard; plant the garden;
baby robins learn to fly; three blue eggs; sell the
garden vegetables; gather the vegetables; build a nest
in an apple tree; pull the weeds
Read the two lists that you have made.
Could you write a paragraph from each one of these lists?
Could you think of a good title for each paragraph?

EXERCISE XCI
Below is a paragraph about Ben Franklin. The sen-
tences are all mixed up. Can you put them in the right order?
Then the paragraph will make sense.
Then he touched the hanging key with his hand making a
spark. He hung a big key to the end of the kite string and
let the kite fly up into a black thunder cloud. i?irst of all,
Ben Franklin made a kite from two sticks and a silk handker-
chief. And that is how Ben Franklin proved that lightning is
electricity.
Read the paragraph that you have made from the mixed up
sentences. Does your paragraph tell a story that John and
Jane could understand?
EXERCISE XCII
The twins set out for church at the same time.
John got to church early. Jane was late.
Why was John on time? Make a list of words which will answer
this question.
Why was Jane late? Make a list of words which will answer this
question.
Here are the words which you may use for your lists:
walked slowly; ran fast; took a short cut; forgot to
bring a handkerchief and went home after one; took long steps;
stopped to play; went a long way around; took short steps;
did not stop to play; got a ride part of the way

EXERCISE XCIII
Could you put these words into a list? Begin with something
which happened long, long ago and put everything on your list
in the right order.
The Wise Men followed the Star in the East; streamlined trains;
the first bicycles ; covered wagons
EXERCISE XCIV
How do you put these words into a list? This is the way that
I do it. I read the words. Then I make up my mind as to what
happened first. That is number one on my list.
Here are the words:
Lincoln was President; The First Thanksgiving Feast;
The Mayflower brought the Pilgrims to America; Columbus
discovered America Washington was President
EXERCISE XCV
John carried a heavy suitcase for an old lady. She
told him that he was a good boy.
A suitcase is a single object.
Baggage is a collection of objects.
Read the words below. Find every word which is a single object
and put it on one list.
Read the words again. Find every word which is a collection
of objects and put it on another list.
baggage
;
a suitcase; clothes groceries
;
a coat;
furniture; baking powder; a cow; a chair; cattle

EXERCISE XCVI
One afternoon, Jane began to count the garden flowers.
She had almost finished when every lovely morning-glory shut
its petals and went to sleep. This got Jane so mixed up that
she had to begin counting all over again.
I wonder if you could sort out the words below so that the
single objects would be on one list. Morning-glory might be
number 1 on that list
.
I wonder if you could sort out the words below so that the
collections of things would be on another list. Garden flowers
might be number 1 on that list.
forest; an orange; a morning-glory; garden flowers;
grain; fruit; a tree; wheat; a carrot; vegetables
EXERCISE XCvTI
Cousin Smiley is a soldier in the Army of the United
States. As you know, an army is made up of many soldiers taken
together.
Read the words below.
I want you to make a list of the words which mean groups of
people
.
Then I want you to make a list of the words which mean one
person only.
army; soldier; piano player; orchestra; navy;
man; band; drummer; crowd; sailor
ci
EXERCISE XCVIII
Mother wears a diamond ring. The diamond ring is just
one piece of mother f s jewelry. At night, Mother puts her
diamond ring in a box for jewelry.
Jewelry is a collection of things.
A diamond ring is just one thing.
Separate the words below into collections of things and single
things
.
jewelry; diamond ring; desserts; chocolate cake;
games; croquet; a rooster; sports; poultry;
swimming
EXERCISE XCIX
Fix the words below in three lists. You have not fixed
three lists before, so you may have to put one elbow on your
desk and one finger on your forehead and think hard.
kindergarten; arithmetic; think; college; spell;
music; grade school; art; science; junior high school;
study; high school; read; write; social studies

EXERCISE C
Saturday morning, John turns the radio on loud and goes
out to take care of the lawn.
Saturday morning, Jane puts on a blue apron like Mother 1 s
and helps Mother do the housework.
Saturday afternoon, the twins work at building a car
to enter in the Soap Box Derby.
Saturday is a busy day for the twins . Their time is taken up
in the following ways which you are to arrange in three lists.
mow the lawn; wash the breakfast dishes; saw the boards;
dust the furniture; sow grass seed on the bare spots;
make beds; pound in the nails; clip the grass around the
flower beds; add a steering wheel; dig up the weeds;
iron the handkerchiefs; bake gingerbread; sprinkle the
grass; put on the wheels; paint the car red
When you have finished making your lists think about the
answers to these questions:
Would it be easy to write three good paragraphs from your lists?
Do these sound like good titles for your paragraphs?
Taking Care of the Lawn
Helping Mother with the Housework
Building a Car to Enter in the Soap Box Derby

CHAPTER III
CHOICE OF BEST TITLE OR MAIN IDEA OF PARAGRAPHS
FOREWORD
Expert outlining requires critical thinking: the
ability to determine the core thought of a paragraph, the
ability to recognize unimportant details and the will to
discard them, and the ability to transfer rapidly to paper
the results of this process of reasoning. Choice of the
best title or main idea of a paragraph necessitates critical
thinking as critical thinking might be defined at grade four
level.
It could be said of some of EXERCISES I - L that the
titles which are meant to be chosen as the "best" titles are
not even good titles for story paragraphs because they give
away in advance the major idea of the paragraph instead of
stirring the imagination and arousing interest in reading
the paragraph. For the purposes of this study in how to
prepare young children to outline, it seems important to
use the term "best" title for that is a term which the
children probably can understand. It appears necessary to
relate the title closely to the thought of the paragraph
in order that there may be no doubt as to which title is
supposed to be picked out as the best one. A series of such
--
titles written in order is one type of outline and the educa-
tional goal in this case is to teach outlining readiness
rather than English composition.
The titles of EXERCISES LI - C are presented in short
sentence form and called "main ideas" to help the children
realize that there are various forms of outlines. The pupils
may gain more from doing EXERCISES XXXVI - L and LXXI - C
if they are required to make fairly quick decisions and to
write the titles or main ideas with reasonable speed upon
the dotted lines, for outlining loses value if it takes too
long.
The best title or main idea is listed with faulty
titles or main ideas. Rather thpn to draw a circle around
the number of the best title or to put a check mark after the
correct main idea, the children are directed to underline
or to write the chosen title or main idea; for such are the
actual mechanical means by which an outline is developed.
Presumably, most of the words in the paragraphs are
already familiar to average fourth grade pupils. An effort
has been made to keep the sentence structure simple and the
paragraphs short. However, the need to read these paragraphs
with ease may somewhat handicap the most retarded readers.
The original intention was to include in these ex-
ercises a section on Indian Days. But this plan was
(c
abandoned when the writer observed public library shelves
of Indian books remaining for three vacation months completely
disregarded by the child population of a town of 18,000
inhabitants. This probably does not indicate any universal
lack of interest in Indians, but it did influence the writer
to limit Indian paragraphs to four.
The reason for providing these experiences in the
choice of a title or main idea of a paragraph as a sequel to
the foregoing EXERCISES IN CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS is to
give practice in what seems to be a second essential phase
of an outlining readiness program.
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EXERCISES
Boys and girls ! Here are paragraphs for you to read
and think about. Before each paragraph you will find several
titles. They will not all be good titles for the paragraph.
Some of them will not fit the paragraph. I am going to ask
you to choose the BEST title for each paragraph. At first,
this may seem difficult. But each exercise that you do
carefully will make the next exercise seem a little easier.
It is said that birds could not fly at first. They thought
that their wings were too heavy to lift. It was only by
trying to raise their wings that birds learned to fly.
BOYS! Are you ready to begin?
GIRLS ! Shall we starts
(c
EXERCISE I
Read the three paragraph titles below. Only one of them
belongs with the paragraph with which we are going to work.
Here are the paragraph tit3^s:
1. The Canary That Tied a Bell on the Cat
2. The Cat with False Whiskers
3. Why Frank Has a Big Patch on His Best Pants
Next, read the paragraph below. Does the paragraph tell you
why Frank wears a big patch? Your job is to draw a line
under the title which tells you what the paragraph is about.
Here is the paragraph:
See that boy on his way to church. Oh! He has dropped
his money. Watch him baxl over to pick it up. He has a big
patch on his best pants. He is Frank. It is Goldie that
tore his pants. Goldie is Frank 's yellow cat.
Do you want to know if you have found the best title for the
paragraph? This time your teacher will tell you.
If your work is correct, begin to smile.
If you made a mistake, ask your teacher about it.

#
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EXERCISE II
Here are three paragraph titles but only one of them is a
good title for the paragraph below. Watch for a signal to
help you find the good title. The signal is printed in
capital letters.
Here are the paragraph titles:
1. How Cooky, the Puppy, Got Her Name
2. Baking Ginger Cookies
3. Why the Cooky Rolled down the Hill
Here is the signal. DOES THE PARAGRAPH BELOW TELL YOU HOW
COOKY, THE PUPPY, GOT HER NAME?
Here is the paragraph for you to read. After you have read
it, draw a line under the title which tells you what the
paragraph is about.
Cooky was a puppy. She did not like her name. She
wished that her name was Silken lady like the neighbors dog.
Cooky got her name from a round, brown spot on her back. The
round, brown spot looked like a round, brown cooky.
((
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EXERCISE III
Read the three paragraph titles below:
1. A Team of Big, Black Mules
2. The Mule That Scratched His Ear
3. The Policeman on a Busy Street
Now read the paragraph below. Draw a line under the title
which tells more of what is in the paragraph than any of
the other titles. There are no signals to help you. So
you can be proud if you find the right title for the paragraph.
Long ago, there was a mule. He was a good mule except
for one thing. Every time that he crossed a busy street, he
stopped in the middle of it. He stopped to scratch his ear.
EXERCISE IV
I want you to do three things. Can you?
The first thing is, read these paragraph titles:
1. The Great Smoky Mountains
2. Sheep Shearing on the Rocking R Ranch
3. Why a Lion Did Something Wrong
The second thing is , read the paragraph below.
The third thing is, draw a line under the title which fits the
paragraph.
This is the paragraph.
One morning, a mountain lion jumped out of bed on the
wrong side. This made him feel like doing something wrong.
So he went down into the valley. He stole a wooly lamb right
out from under its mother f s nose.
cc
EXERCISE V
A list of paragraph titles helps you remember what
paragraphs say. It does not take long to read a list of
paragraph titles. But it takes a lot of time to read para-
graphs all over again.
Here are some titles:
1. How a Calf Acted on a Sunny Day
2. The Reason That the Brook Went Dry
3. The Hole in the Garden Fence
Pick out the title which will help you remember until next
week what this paragraph says. Draw a long line under it.
Here is the paragraph:
Elmer turned his little red and white calf out to
pasture. The warm sunshine made the little red and white
calf feel happy. He ran and he jumped. He jumped so high
that he almost jumped over the pasture gate.
I
EXERCISE VI
Three paragraph titles are below:
1. Why One Zebra Looked Queer
2. Carrying Water to the Elephants
3. Free Tickets for the Circus
Draw a line under the title which tells you what this
paragraph is about.
Zebras are black animals with white stripes. But one
zebra was queer. He was a white animal with black stripes.
This queer zebra looked as if he were going when he was
coming.
EXERCISE VII
Read these paragraph titles:
1. The Open Door of the Mousetrap
2. The Story of a Brown Mouse and a Red Cheese
3. Falling down the Cellar Stairs
When you finu. the title which belongs with this paragraph,
draw a line under it.
A little, brown mouse lived in a dark cellar. As luck
would have it, there was a round, red cheese in that dark
cellar. The little, brown mouse was hungry. So he ate his
way straight through the cheese . And he came out on the
other side.
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EXERCISE VIII
Here are some more paragraph titles for you to read.
1. Wild Animals in the Jungle
2. Feeding Peanuts to the Monkeys
3. How Mother Lost Her Easter Hat
Which is the best title for the paragraph below? Draw a
line under it.
wore her new, flower hat. A tall giraffe stretched his
long neck toward Mother. Would you have known how to stop
that tall giraffe? Crunch I In one bite, he ate Mother's
new, flower hat.
Three paragraph titles follow:
1. The Fish That Got Away
2. Fishing for Big Tuna
3. Buying a ->an of Tuna Fish
Choose a title very carefully for this paragraph. Put a
line under it.
How big is a tuna fish? I will give you three guesses.
Some tuna fish are bigger than you are. If you go deep sea
fishing, your father will tie you in the boat. Then a big,
tuna fish can't pull you into the water.
It was Easter. Our family went to the zoo. Mother
EXERCISE IX

EXERCISE X
Here are three paragraph titles. Read them.
1. Roy Rogers and His Horse
}
Trigger
2. A New Pair of Riding Boots
3. Jerry* s Promise to Brown Bess
Can you pick out the title that goes with this paragraph?
Draw a line under it.
It was the first day of the Horse Show. Jerry wanted
to win a Silver Cup. He went out to the stable to saddle
Brown Bess. When Brown Bess rubbed her nose against his coat,
Jerry promised, "I will buy you the finest carrot in the
market if we win a Silver Cup."
EXERCISE XI
It won T t take you long to read these paragraph titles.
1. A Blind Dog and a Smart Puppy
2. The Dog That Wanted a Red Leather Collar
3. Lassie of the Moving Pictures
Which title are you going to choose for the paragraph which
follows? Put a line under it.
A boy was sitting on the lawn. Shep, his old, blind
dog was beside him. A girl was teaching her puppy to do
tricks. He sat up and barked. He rolled over and over and
over. Children came from everywhere to watch the smart puppy.
The boy patted old, blind Shep and put an arm around him.
(
EXERCISE XII
Read these three titles:
1. How Dave Caught Cold
2. The Pet Shop Window
3. The Route of the Pet Parade
Next, draw a line under the title which you think matches the
paragraph below.
Dave had a pet cat with long, thick fur. Every night,
the same thing happened. When Dave was asleep, the cat
jumped upon his bed and curled around his neck. Dave went
to visit Aunt Mary. Aunt Mary did not like cats. So Dave
left his pet at home. Dave did not make a long visit. .For
he caught cold sleeping without the cat around his neck.
(c
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EXERCISE XIII
Read the paragraph titles:
1. Champion of the Rodeo
2. The Hard Life of a Wild Colt
3. The Mystery of the Long Trail
Decide which title is the best one for the paragraph which
follows. Draw a line under it.
He was the most beautiful colt in the wild horse herd.
His Mother wanted him to grow up strong and healthy. So she
made him take his bath in a cold, deep river. His Mother did
not have a towel. So she made him run in the sun to get dry.
A big horse drove him away from the herd. The colt was very
lonesome for his mother.
EXERCISE XIV
Here are three paragraph titles:
1. The Return to the Mountains
2. A Quiet Cat in a Noisy City
3. A Smart Kitten Gets a Chicken Sandwich
Make up your mind which title is the right one for the
paragraph below. Then draw a line under it.
Sugar is the name of a white kitten. She lives at
Green Mountain Inn. At night, a man walks up the stairs and
down the halls to see if all is well. Sugar follows him every-
where he goes. When the man is sure that all is well at
Green Mountain Inn, he sits down to eat his lunch. Sugar cries,
"Meow, meow" until the man gives her a chicken sandwich.

EXERCISE XV
These are the paragraph titles which you are to read:
1. A Secret Hiding Place
2. The Story of a Foolish Porcupine
3. A Tree House in a Strange Land
When you find the best title for this paragraph, draw a line
under it.
Papa Porcupine sat far out on a branch of a tree. He
turned his back to the world and began to gnaw the branch. He
gnawed and gnawed the branch at a spot near the trunk of the
tree. He gnawed the branch right through to the other side.
Down went the branch. And down went Papa Porcupine on a
sharp stone.
EXERCISE XVI
Below are three titles:
1. At the Airport
2. A Seeing Eye Dog
3. A Yellow Cowdog
Can you find the title that tells what this story is about?
Draw a line under it.
A Seeing Eye Dog helped his blind master get on a bus.
All the seats were taken. The dog pushed one man until he got
up. The dog pushed the next man until he got up, too. The
Seeing Eye Dog gave his master the first man's seat. Then the
dog jumped up on the other seat and laid his head on his
master* s lap. Everybody on the bus laughed out loud.
— Adapted from The Reader's Digest
((
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EXERCISE XVII
Are these good titles for the paragraph below?
1. Feeding Brown Bears on the River Bank
2. Lost in a Great National Park
3. A Bear Dancing on a Tight Rope
Pick out a paragraph title to match the paragraph below. Draw
a line under it.
Brown bears live in a park in the West. At sunset,
families of hungry bears come to the feeding grounds on the
river bank. Forest rangers throw food to them. Father Brown
Bear is not polite. He eats the biggest piece. Mother Brown
Bear does not have good manners. She eats the next biggest
piece. Little Brown Cub claws and bites because he is hungry,
too.
EXERCISE XVIII
This is a true story and here are three titles for it.
1. The Donkey Brothers
2. Pirate Gold and the Old Map
3. How a Donkey Made His Master Rich
Draw a line under the title which belongs with this story.
Have you heard the story of the donkey that made his
master rich? I will begin by telling you that the donkey ran
away from his master. The master was angry. He picked up a
big stick and set out to hunt for his donkey. The master
found the donkey in the hills. The donkey was standing on a
silver mine. When the master saw the silver, he did not beat
his donkey.
i-
EXERCISE XIX
Three paragraph titles follow:
1. Catching a Black Bass
2. A Sailboat Race
3. A New Fishpole
Choose the title which fits this paragraph. Draw a line
under it.
Black Bass lay on a comfortable rock at the bottom of
the lake. Green Grasshopper floated in the water. She was fat.
Black Bass was hungry. He wanted to eat her. So he did.
Black Bass felt a hook in his mouth. He leaped this way and
that way. It was a fight for life. Black Bass tried every
trick that a smart fish knows. It was no use. A net lifted
him out of the water into a boat.
EXERCISE XX
Here are three titles:
1. The Painted Desert
2. Slick's Adventure on the Far Away Ranch
3. Halloween in a Ghost Town
After you have picked out the title which goes with this
paragraph you may draw a line under it.
Slick was a cowboy on the Far Away Ranch. He roped a
calf. It was such a little calf that Slick did not blame it
for calling to its mother for help. The angry mother cow
came on a run to help her child. Slick threw his big, cowboy
hat over one of the cow's sharp horns. For a minute, the cow
could not see. That gave Slick time enough to jump on his
pony and get away.
(c
EXERCISE XXI
Read these paragraph titles:
1. Proud Peacock's Beautiful Feathers
2. The Mystery of the Haunted Castle
3. How to Capture a Castle
Pick out the title which matches this paragraph the best.
Draw a line under it.
Around the castle is a great park. Here comes Proud
acock across the grass of the great park. He walks slowly
so that everyone will see his beautiful, tail feathers. Proud
Peacock never wears out his old clothes. He throws them away
long before they are ready for the rag bag. Do you want
to start a feather collection? Proud Peacock will leave a
feather for you on the grass of the castle park.
c
EXERCISE XXII
Here are some titles:
1. The Star That Took a Hard Fall
2. A Feather in His Cap
3. Safe from the Big Wind
Draw a line under the title which belongs with this paragraph.
It was hot and the big wind roared like all the lions
in a circus. One cloud was blacker than the others. It was
time to go down into the safe, storm cellar. Mother took
Little Sister by the hand. Little Sister pulled her hand
away and ran back to get her kitten. Big Brother called
the farm dog. I carried my pet, white hen. It is a good
thing that I did. When the storm was over, the yard was
covered with feathers. But the chicken house was gone.
-
EXERCISE XXIII
Below are three titles. Read them.
1. The Quarrel between the Green Apple and the Red Apple
2. Jack's Narrow Escape from an Ugly Bull
3. The Brass Knobs on the Cow's Horns
Your task is to find the title which tells what this
paragraph is about. Draw a line under it.
Jack climbed the pasture fence carefully. He did
not want to tear a hole in his new, red sweater. An ugly
bull did not like Jack's red sweater. So he chased poor
Jack up an apple tree. Jack had to sit like a big robin on
a branch. The branch began to break and Jack wasted no
time climbing to one which was stronger. He picked all
the hard, green apples that he could reach. He dropped a
few, but he threw most of them at the bull. The farmer
heard the bull roar and came to help Jack.
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EXERCISE XXIV
Read the three paragraph titles which follow:
1. Building a Nest of Mud and Twigs
2. The Key to the Birdcage Door
3. A Sad Day for Mr. and Mrs. Songbird
Decide which title belongs with this paragraph and then
draw a line under it.
Mr. Songbird was trying to find out how high he could
sing. He forgot that it was time to bring home a fat worm
for supper. Mrs. Songbird left her nest to call him. She
was no sooner out of sight than Big Wing stole her eggs.
When Mrs. Songbird came back and found her nest empty, she
did not want any supper. From nests and birdhouses came
friends to say that they were sorry. Mr. Songbird made a
speech. He said that it was all his fault for trying to find
out how high he could sing.
c
EXERCISE XXV
Three paragraph titles follow. Read them.
1. An Accident with Mother f s Breakfast Tray
2. The Cookbook That Lost Its Appetite
3. A Trip Through the Blue Sky
When Anne said, "Let's surprise mother with breakfast
in bed," Spot, the puppy, wagged his tail. Anne got out the
blue, breakfast tray and the blue dishes. Spot wanted to
cook the bacon, but Anne would not let him. As soon as the
breakfast was ready, Anne started upstairs with the tray.
She tripped over Spot. Crash! Smash! The blue dishes
jumped off the blue, breakfast tray. The oranges rolled
down the stairs bumping on every step. And what about Spot
who was to blame for all the trouble? He stole a piece of
bacon and ran under Anne's bed.
cc
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EXERCISE XXVI
Below are some paragraph titles for you to read:
1. How We Were Caught Teasing the Pigs
2. Adventures of a Roast Pig
3. How the Piggy Bank Was Robbed
Choose the title which you think is the best one for this
paragraph.
A farm is a good place for children to grow up.
But Father did not make us do enough work to keep us busy.
So we threw stones at the pigs. We laughed to see the pigs
jump when the stones hit them. We did not know that pigs
have feelings. Father came around the corner of the barn.
The pigs stuck their heads out between the bars of their pen
to get a good look. They squealed to see us jump when Father
boxed our ears. The pigs did not know that children have
feelings.
ii
EXERCISE XXVII
Read these paragraph titles:
1. The Unhappy Clown with Red Teeth
2. Trouble with the Merry-go-round
3. Playing Cowboys and Indians
Which is the best title for this paragraph? Draw a line
under it.
Around and around went the merry-go-round ponies.
They went faster and faster. Something was wrong with the
merry-go-round. Never had merry-go-round ponies gone so
fast. The worst part of it was that they did not know how
to stop. The dappled gray pony snorted. The brown and
white pony kicked up his heels. The merry-go-round music
played fast to keep up with the ponies. At last, the
merry-go-round stopped, what did the dappled gray pony
and the brown and white pony do, but run away to a pony farm.
t
EXERCISE XXVIII
Some paragraph titles follow:
1. Shaggy Ponies on Shetland Island
2. Covered Wagon Days
3. How the Cruel Children Were Punished
Which title tells you what this paragraph is about? Draw
a line under it.
A little, black pony was pulling a red, pony cart
up a steep hill. The pony cart was as full of children as
a pony cart can be. The big wheels turned and turned to
help the little pony pull the heavy load. The wheels stopped
to rest. The pony could not pull the heavy load without
the help of the wheels. A child hit him with the pony whip.
One of the big, red wheels came off the pony cart and
rolled and rolled down the hill. The red, pony cart tipped
over and spilled the children in the road.

EXERCISE XXIX
Paragraph titles are below:
1. A Band of Gypsies
2. The Animal That Wore White Gloves
3. The Flight of the Wild Duck Family
Draw a line under the title which you think is the best
one for this paragraph.
Mr. and Mrs. Wild Duck and all their children lived
on a little island in the middle of a little lake. Freddy,
a thin, old fox, waited for the lake to freeze over. He
planned to walk acr )ss the ice and get fat on duck. One
cold morning, Mrs. Duck said, "Eat a good breakfast, my
children," Mr. Duck added, "Mind your mother." Freddy, the
fox, was dressed and outdoors in time to see Mr. and Mrs.
Wild Duck and all their children fly away towards the South.
(c
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EXERCISE XXX
Below are some more paragraph titles. Read them.
1. The Mouse That Went to School
2. The Story of Squeaky and the Grocery Store Cat
3. Meadow Mice at Home
Which title fits this paragraph? Draw a line under it.
Mother Mouse opened a box of cornflakes. She gave
her children an early breakfast behind a sack of flour in
the grocery store. The sack of flour fell over to warn
the mice that the cat was coming. All the mice got away
except Squeaky who did a silly thing. He tripped on a
corn flake. The cat chased Squeaky around the store.
Squeaky spilled a bottle of milk on the floor. If there
is one thing that the grocery store cat loves, it is milk.
She drank every drop. Milk always makes her sleepy. So
she curled up to take a nap.

EXERCISE XXXI
Here are paragraph titles for you to read:
1. A Buffalo Hunt on the Plains
2. Guarding Mother and Sister from Danger
3. Building a Log Fort
Which title belongs with this paragraph? Draw a line
under it.
Mother and Sister were picking berries in the
blackberry patch. Brother stood on guard with his gun.
Yesterday, Sister had made a little, round blackberry pie
with the letter B cut in the top crust. She had put it
in a basket and carried it out to the field where Brother
was working. Now bears like blackberries as much as
Brother does. A stone's throw from the blackberry patch,
Great Black Bear raised himself on his hind legs. A
terrible roar came from his throat. Brother lifted his
gun. Bang! Great Black Bear dropped in his tracks.
i.
EXERCISE XXXII
Here are three paragraph titles:
1. Feeding a Lion Cub from a Bottle
2. Jungle Drums
3. The Lion with a Sore Paw
Your job is to choose the best title for this paragraph.
Draw a line under it.
You will be lucky if you get a chance to visit Cay'
Lion Farm. Mr. Day has a twinkle in his eye as he puts on
a pretty apron. "Now I am going to feed the baby," he says
opening the door of a lion cub f s cage. The cub is three
months old and as cunning and playful as a kitten. Mr. Cay
takes the cub on his lap and feeds it milk from a bottle.
The cub will forget about the good milk and grow up to be
as wild as his grandfather in the jungle.

EXERCISE XXXIII
Read the three paragraph titles below:
1. The Green Signal
2. Working on the Railroad
3. The Dog That Caught an Engine
Which title do you choose for this paragraph? Draw a line
under it.
The station agent in our town had a smart, spotted
dog. The spotted dog knew when it was ten o'clock. At ten
o 1 clock, the spotted dog was always at the station to chase
the Red Flyer as it came by. He had chased the Red Flyer
every morning since he was a puppy. One morning, the engine
of the Red Flyer broke down just outside of town. When the
spotted dog caught the engine, he did not know what to do.
He could not eat an engine. He could not pick up an engine
with his teeth and shake it. So he went home.
cc
EXERCISE XXXIV
Three paragraph titles follow:
1. Answering a Call for Help
2. Campfire in the Wilderness
3. Buried Treasure
Pick out the title which belongs with the paragraph. Draw
a line under it.
Some boys tied their shoestrings together and hung
their shoes around their necks. Then they waded out to a
little island in the middle of a creek. It was a wild
river. Something was coming down the river. It was coming
fast. It looked like a cat. It was a cat on a barrel.
The boys thought that they could hear the cat beg, "Save me.
Save me." When the water went down, the boys lost no time
in getting off the island. They were cold and they were
hungry. But they set out at once to save the cat.
€
EXERCISE XXXV
Here are some paragraph titles:
1. The Ox That Lived in a House
2. The Mystery of the Stolen Heart
3. Taking a Picture of Pierre* s Oxen
Draw a line under the title which you think is the best for
this paragraph.
Pierre T s oxen were the color of coffee with cream.
Between the horns of each ox hung a brass locket shaped like
a heart. Pierre let us take a little picture while the oxen
were slowly pulling a wooden hay wagon across the meadow.
Pierre walked beside his oxen with a stick in his hand. He
spoke and moved the stick when he wanted the oxen to turn.
From the little picture, we had a big picture made in color
to send to Pierre. And the picture showed as plain as could
be the brass lockets shaped like a heart.
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EXERCISES XXXVI - XXXVII - XXXVIII
Here are some paragraph titles. Read them.
1. Storm Cloud f s Teardrops
2. A Feast for Everybody
3. Elfland Music
4. A Lesson for Brownie
One of these titles belongs with the first paragraph.
Which title is it? Write the title which belongs with the
first paragraph on the dotced line above the first paragraph.
Write the title which belongs with the middle paragraph on
the dotted line above the middle paragraph.
Write the title which belongs with the last paragraph on the
dotted line above the last paragraph.
Here is the first paragraph.
A fairy princess with golden hair and a real, little
girl with blue eyes and blue hair ribbons were playing in a
garden. Naughty little Storm Cloud high up in the sky had
just been spanked. Storm Cloud cried so hard that a shower
of teardrops fell into the garden. They fell on the head of
the real, little girl with blue eyes and make spots on her
blue hair ribbons. They fell on the golden hair of the
fairy princess and made a beautiful, crystal crown.
Here is the middle paragraph
Butterfly was looking very pretty. A tall flower held
her high for everyone to see. Nearby, a Brownie sat watching
her. He did not like wearing brown all his life as a Brownie
has to do. He wanted to be a butterfly and wear yellow wings.
Just then, a terrible thing happened. Butterfly caught one
of her wings in a spider web. Brownie tried to help her, but
he only made matters worse. At last, he gave up and went away
to sit on a brown stump where he didn*t show at all. He was
glad to be a Brownie
.
Here is the last paragraph.
A King gave a great feast for everybody in the land.
The King sat on a throne at the head of a long table. Next to
the King were high seats on which sat the Nobles. Next to
the Nobles were lower seats on which sat the Most Important
People of the land. Next to the Most Important People of the
land were very low seats on which sat People who were not
important at all. The table was so long that it ran out of
the front door of the palace onto the grass. On the grass
sat the Beggars in the bright sunshine.
p

EXERCISES XXXIX -XL - XLI
Here are some paragraph titles for you to read.
1. Two Bad Pigeons
2. The Wicked Witch
3. The Voyage of the Shell
4. A Naughty Princess
5. A Lost Kingdom
Write the title which goes with the first paragraph on the
dotted line above the first paragraph.
Write the title which goes with the middle paragraph on the
dotted line above the middle paragraph.
Write the title which goes with the last paragraph on the
dotted line above the last paragraph.
Here is the first paragraph.
The Princess would not eat ice cream unless it was
the same color as her dress. One day, the Princess came to
dinner in a yellow dress. Cook had made pink ice cream.
The Princess threw her spoon on the floor. She would not
eat ice cream unless it was the same color as her dress. The
King and Queen did not know what to do. Cook did not know
what to do. The Prince was the only one who knew what to
do. He told the Princess to put on a pink dress.
Here is the middle paragraph
A little, brown elf put out to sea in a shell. He
raised a green leaf for a sail. A fish grew tired of swim-
ming and asked for a ride. But the little, brown elf sailed
on with his nose in the air. The fish flew out of the sea
into the shell. For he was a flying fish. After him flew
another fish and another and another. There was only one
thing left for the shell to do, It sank to the bottom of
the sea. V/hat became of the little, brown elf? A kind-
hearted wave washed him ashore.
Here is the last paragraph.
Mother Pigeon had five pigeon children. Three of
them were good and two of them were bad. They lived in the
church, bell tower. One morning, the two bad, pigeon children
got up very early so that they would have more time to be bad.
The first thing that they did was to ring the church bell.
The King jumped out of bed and put on his crown. The sun got
up and shone in the window on the face of the King's diamond
clock. When the King saw how early it was, he ordered that
a great pigeon pie be baked for breakfast.
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EXERCISES XLII - XLIII -XLIV C
Below are paragraph titles. Read them.
1. The Green Dragon ^
2. Building a Fine Birdhouse
3. Runaway Rabbit
4. Bedtime in Toyland
5. A Bee Sting
Put the title which fits the first paragraph on the dotted
line above the first paragraph.
Put the title which fits the middle paragraph on the dotted
line above the middle paragraph.
Put the title which fits the last paragraph on the dotted line
above the last paragraph.
This is the first paragraph.
The Princess reached out her hand to pick a red rose.
Bumblebee stung her on the thumb. The Princess was brave for
a girl, but she began to cry. Bumblebee was sorry. So he
chased her into a mud puddle by the palace. The mud splashed
on her thumb and took av/ay the pain. When a Princess begins
to cry, it is hard to make her stop. The King who sat on his
throne in the palace heard the Princess crying. He called her
to him and asked her why she had mud on her thumb.
(
This is the middle paragraph.
In less time than it takes to tell, Runaway Rabbit
ran away from home. He heard a wild rabbit cousin thump the
ground with his foot. But he did not know that the wild
cousin
rabbitywas trying to warn him of danger. So a green goblin
almost got him. Runaway Rabbit began to wish himself back
home. He did not know how to find a bed for the night or a
carrot for breakfast. In the end, Runaway Rabbit had to go
to live with his wild rabbit cousins in the woods.
This is the last paragraph.
The Prince had a talking bluebird for a pet. Truth
to tell, nobody could understand Bluebird's talk except the
Prince. Bluebird asked the Prince to build him a fine house
with a round doorway. The Prince had never built anything.
But he ordered carpenter tools and boards and paint to be
brought to the palace. The Prince worked all morning. He
sawed boards and nailed them together. The Prince worked all
afternoon. He cut a round doorway and gave the house a coat
of paint. Bluebird asked the Prince to nail the fine house
to a high branch of an apple tree.
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EXERCISES XLf - XLVI - XLVII
These are paragraph titles. Choose one title for each of the
three paragraphs which follow. Write the title you choose
for each paragraph on the dotted line above the paragraph.
1. The Dwarf's Dagger
2. The Fairy with a Broken Wand
3. Pink China Dog
4. Hungry Piggy Bank
5. The Palace Garden
6. The Golden Spoon in the Prince's Mouth
This is the first paragraph.
The King gave his little daughter, the Princess,
a pink, china dog for being good. You would not think that
a pink, china dog would be afraid of anything, but it was*
It was afraid of being broken. When she played with it, the
Princess always sat in the middle of her soft, feather bed.
The day came when she dropped the pink, china dog. But it
fell in the middle of her soft, feather bed and did not
break. It lived to be an old, old, pink, china dog.
This is the middle paragraph.
Piggy Bank stood on the street corner wishing for a
penny to eat. Along came a beggar with a wooden leg. The
beggar was leading a wooden dog which wagged its wooden tail.
The beggar sang a song. The wooden dog, which was really a
puppet, passed around a tin cup. People made the tin cup
rattle with their pennies. So Piggy Bank sang up high, "Squeal,
squeal." And then she sang down low, "Grunt, grunt." A little
girl fed her a button but it didn T t taste good. Piggy Bank
grew thinner and thinner and thinner. By the time you find
that street corner she won't be there at all.
This is the last paragraph.
The Prince was born with a golden spoon in his mouth.
Doctors were called to the palace. But they could not take
the golden spoon out of the Prince 1 s mouth. Wise men were
called to the palace. But they did not know how to get the
golden spoon out of the Prince*s mouth. A G ood Fairy bowed
low before the King and said, "Give your riches to the poor
and the golden spoon will fall out of the Prince* s mouth."
No sooner had the King given his riches to the poor than the
golden spoon fell out of the Prince* s mouth.

§
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EXERCISES XLVHI - XLIX - L
Here are paragraph titles. Pick out one title for each of
the three paragraphs which follow. Write the title which you
pick out for each paragraph on the dotted line above the
paragraph.
1. The Good Giant
2. For Love of a Glass Swan
3. The First Doll Hospital
4. The Prince Who Hid in a Cave
5. A Mean Billy Goat
6. Seven Princesses
Here is the first paragraph.
A Good Queen ordered that a beautiful doll be placed
in the arms of every little girl in the land. And so it was
done. Nobody thought of placing a beautiful doll in the arms
of the Good Queen's daughter, the Princess. One bad, little
girl did not treat her beautiful doll kindly and it got sick.
Another doll had a hard fall and broke its head. The
Princess begged that all the sick and broken dolls be brought
to the palace. She put on a white dress and took care of
them night and day. And that was the first Doll Hospital.
*
Here is the middle paragraph.
The stuffed elephant had pink toes. The wooden skunk
wore a red hat with a yellow band. They loved the white, glass
swan. The stuffed elephant danced on his pink toes to please
her. The wooden skunk took off his red hat with the yellow
band and bowed politely to her. The white, glass swan held
her head high in the way of swans. The stuffed elephant told
her that she would be sorry when he ran away to join a circus.
The wooden skunk warned her not to make him angry. But the
swan never moved a white, glass feather.
Here is the last paragraph.
A little girl was on her way to the palace. The King
wAs giving a party. The little girl stopped to talk with
Billy Goat. The little girl asked Billy Goat to comb his
whiskers and take her to the party. The truth was that Billy
Goat had not been invited to the party for fear that he would
eat the tablecloth. When he thought of the fun that he was
missing, Billy Goat pushed the little girl into the wild rose
bushes. The sharp thorns scratched her knee and tore her
pretty, party dress. Who should hear about this but the King.
The King sent ten strong men to tie Billy Goat with ten strong
ropes to that very same wild rose bush.
9
EXERCISE LI
Children I
Here are three main ideas for the paragraph below.
It is just as easy to choose the main idea of a paragraph as
it is to choose the best title. Do you notice that these main
ideas are sentences £ Read them and make up your mind which
one tells the most about what is in the paragraph below. When
you have found the sentence which says in a few words what
the paragraph says, you have found the main idea of the para-
graph. Draw a line under it.
1. Good children dance for the queen.
2. Schools for boys were held in English churches.
3. The yellow candle set fire to the school.
Here is the paragraph which you are to read.
Four hundred years ago in England, girls learned their
lessons at home. Schools for boys were often held in the
churches. The boys brought candles to school to pay the
teacher. Sometimes boys from one school met boys from another
school on the street. Then there was a fight. They hit each
other over the head with their bags of books. Instead of
playing ball, boys shot the longbow. They worked hard on their
school play. If it was good enough, it would be taken to court
and played before the queen.
— Adapted from "School Could Be Worse," Child Life
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EXERCISE LII
Here are some main ideas. Read them and decide which one tells
what is important in the paragraph below. Then draw a line
under it.
1. The teacher tore a hole in his white, silk stockings.
2. A gold button rolled into a corner.
3. Neat writing was more important than good spelling.
Here is the paragraph which you are to read.
What were the best schools like in America almost two
hundred years ago? I will tell you about one of them. The
boys did not have a Christmas vacation. They did not have
vacations at all. The teacher whipped them if they did not
write neatly with their goose quill pens. But he did not
pay much attention to how they spelled the words. His gray
wig had curls down to his shoulders . His coat had rows and
rows of silver buttons. He wore white, silk stockings. Under
his arm, he carried a cane with a gold head.
— Adapted from Old-Time Schools and School-Books

EXERCISE LIII
Read these main ideas . Which gives the thought of the
paragraph which follows? Draw a line under it.
1. Mary's lamb really did follow her to school one day.
2. Sheep eat grass and goats eat weeds.
3. Mary went to sleep in school.
Read this paragraph.
Mary tied a pretty, blue ribbon around the neck of
her little lamb. Then she took the little lamb to school with
her and hid it under her seat. It was not long before the
teacher came and school began. The lamb did not move until
it was Mary's turn to go up in front of the school and read.
Then the lamb jumped out from under the seat and followed
Mary. The children laughed and the teacher laughed. A man
who was visiting the school laughed more than anybody. He
wrote a poem which began, "Mary had a little lamb."
Adapted from "The Schoolhouse of Mary and her lamb,
"
Child Life

EXERCISE LIV
Read these three main ideas. Then put a line under the main
idea that will help you remember what the paragraph is about.
1. The new boy did not know what to do with his cap.
2. Boys wear high, silk hats at an English school.
3. A boy wore a new cap to school every day.
Read this paragraph.
This story was written long ago. It is about a new
boy at a school in France. Before going into the school, the
boys always threw their caps on the ground. But the prayer
was over and the new boy still kept his cap on his knees. The
cap fell to the floor and everybody laughed. The new boy
picked up his cap and dropped it again. When the teacher said,
"Get rid of that helmet," the new boy did not know whether to
keep his cap in his hand, put it on his head, or drop it.
Flaubert, Mme Bovary (adapted)

If you read all the main ideas that you have chosen, will they
help you remember what the paragraphs are about? You can
quickly read all the main ideas that you have chosen. It will
take longer to read all the paragraphs over again.
Which of these main ideas do you choose for the paragraph below?
Draw a line under it.
1. The hot soup burned the boy's tongue.
2. The new boy's parents were hungry.
3. The old soldier was given a medal for bravery.
This is the paragraph which you are to read.
Here is a story which has been told over and over. It
is about a new boy at a school in France. He ate nothing but
soup and black bread. He drank nothing but water. The boy
had a secret. When he found out that he was going to be sent
home, he told his secret. He could not eat the good meals at
the school because his mother and father were hungry. His
father was an old soldier. The head of the school wrote a
letter. Then the government began to send money to the old
soldier.
Adapted from the French

EXERCISE LVI
Which of these three main ideas is the. best one for the
paragraph which follows? Put a line under it.
1. A hoy dropped a rock on his toe.
2. Candy is good for good children.
3. A boy worked hard to become a ballet star.
This is the paragraph.
Ivan is Russian for John. As so m as Ivan was ten
years old, he took the examinations for the school of ballet
dancers. He could not eat or sleep until he found out that
he had passed. Ivan had a hard life at the Ballet School.
His mother and father could not visit him. He could not
eat candy or desserts. Ballet is a story told by dancing
on the toes to music. Every day, Ivan had to stand on one
toe until he hurt all over. But he was happy. If he became
a star in the ballet, he would be a hero.
Adapted from Made in the USSR

EXERCISE LVII
Here are three main ideas. Can you pick out the main idea
which belongs with the paragraph below? Draw a line under it.
1. Grandfather wrote his lessons with a typewriter.
2. Grandfather had a radio in his room at school.
3. Two boys at Fort Edward Academy had a fight.
Here is the paragraph.
When Grandfather went to Fort Edward Academy, his
room was on the fifth floor. A big boy came into Grandfather's
room. The big boy ordered Grandfather to do a lesson for him.
When Grandfather said, "I won't," the big boy hit him on the
nose. That is how the fight started. The boys fell against
the window and broke the glass. They looked out of the
window to see how far it was to the ground. The big boy was
not such a bad boy after all. He borrowed the money of
Grandfather to buy a new glass for the window.
((
EXERCISE LVTII
Read these main ideas. Can you find the main idea which goes
with the paragraph below? Draw a line under it.
1. Miss Page punished Mother for using face powder.
2. Mother used to be a little girl.
3. Face powder is sold in department stores.
Read this paragraph.
When Mother was a girl, she went to Miss Page's School.
Face powder was against the rules. When it was time for dinner,
Miss Page always stood in the same place at the foot of the
stairs. Miss Page wore long, black gloves. As each girl came
down the stairs to dinner, Miss Page said, "Good evening, my
dear," and patted her on the cheek. One night, Mother had
powder on her face. The powder left a white spot on Miss
Page's black glove. Then Mother was sent back upstairs with-
out her dinner.
<
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EXERCISE LIX
Read these three main ideas. Which main idea fits the
paragraph below? Draw a line under it.
1. The little girl saw a bird fly by the window.
2. The French girl understood dog talk better than arithmetic.
3. A dog is man's best friend.
This is the paragraph.
twelve, how many are left?" t he little French girl answered,
•Four." The teacher shook her head. A little French boy put
up his hand and answered, "Eight." The teacher smiled. The
little girl looked out of the window and thought and thought
and thought. What were the teacher and the little boy talking
about? Were they talking about eight hats or eight apples or
eight feathers? The little French girl did not understand
arithmetic. But she understood everything that her big dog,
Tom, said to her.
When the teacher asked, "If I keep back four out of
— Anatole France (adapted)

EXERCISE LX
Read these main ideas. Which one matches the paragraph below?
Draw a line under it.
1. Rosa sleeps in a bed with curtains.
2. One Thursday morning, Rosa did everything wrong.
3. Rosa T s big brother made her wooden shoes.
Read this paragraph.
Rosa lived on a farm in the mountains of France. One
cold, Thursday morning, Rosa's mother called her five times
before she got up. Rosa did everything wrong that morning.
She started off to school without putting a handful of straw
inside her wooden shoes. Her mother made her come back and
put the straw in her shoes to keep from catching cold. Then
Rosa set out on a run. She did not even slow down at the bend
in the road to wave good-bye to her mother. Rosa forgot that
it was Thursday when schools in France are closed.
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EXERCISE LXI
Here are main ideas. Can you discover the main idea of the
paragraph? Draw a line under it.
1. An American girl spent the winter in Holland.
2. Cousin Hans asked his father for new skates.
3. When the wind blows hard, the windmills turn fast.
Here is the paragraph.
It grew cold in Holland and the storks flew away. The
American girl came too late to see them. The American girl
and Cousin Hans skated along the canals to school. Cousin
Hans skated slowly so that the American girl could keep up
with him. Knitting was a school subject which the boys and
girls had to pass the same as arithmetic and spelling. The
American girl knitted big, warm, red mittens. On the Eve of
St. Nicholas, she put them in the wooden shoe that good
Cousin Hans left by the chimney.

EXERCISE LXII
Here are main ideas, which main idea tells what is important
in the paragraph? Put a line under it.
1. There is a wide, yellow river in China.
2. An old school of China is not much like our school.
3. The children of China make big kites.
Here is the paragraph.
There are schools in China which are almost like your
school. But there are also many old schools. In these old
schools, the children study out loud. Each child tries to
shout more loudly than his neighbor. These children begin to
read a book at what seems to us to be the back. Then they
read to the part which we call the front. The children write
with little brushes which they hold straight up and down.
Pages of writing are so pretty that people hang them on the
walls of their houses just as we hang pictures.
—Adapted from China

EXERCISE LXIII
These are main ideas. Draw a line under the main idea of the
paragraph.
1. Niki loves the Flower Festival.
2. Niki ate a supper of fish and rice.
3. Niki, a girl of Japan, plays ball at recess.
This is the paragraph.
Niki is a ten year old girl of Japan. Once upon a
time, she would have bowed to a picture of the Emperor when
she went into school. But the picture has been taken from
the wall.' Niki has fun at recess. A red team stands in a
row on one side of the yard. A blue team stands in a row on
the other side of the yard. In the middle is a pile of balls.
Which team can pick up more balls and throw them into a
basket? Niki is on the red team and the red team is winning.
— Adapted from "Educating Japan* s Children For Democracy"
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EXERCISE LXIV
Read these main ideas and then read the paragraph. When you
find the main idea of the paragraph, draw a line under it.
1. The small boy was the son of an Indian Chief.
2. The little girl swept the dust under the rug.
3. South Wind helped his dear friend, Linda Red Willow.
Here is the paragraph.
Linda Red Willow was little . That is why the other
girls at the Indian School ordered her to crawl under their
beds to dust. Linda Red Willow had a big heart to love with.
That is why she had so many friends . One of them was South
»^ind. He blew around the corner with a bag of raindrops on
his back. Linda Red Willow asked South .vind to blow the dust
out of the window. No sooner had Linda Red Willow spoken than
it was done. Linda Red Willow always clapped her hands when
she was happy. And when Linda Red Willow clapped her hands,
her pony always appeared. So she leaped on her pony and raced
South Wind until he dropped his bag of raindrops.
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EXERCISE LXV
Here are three main ideas. One of these main ideas explains
what is in the paragraph. Which main idea is it? Draw a
line under it.
1. Pedro said that insects make jumping beans jump.
2. Pedro gave a jumping bean to the principal.
3. Mexico is our neighbor country.
Here is the paragraph.
We like Pedro. He used to live in Mexico. Pedro
opened his hand and out jumped a bean. Hop! Hop I Hop! The
bean jumped toward our teacher. We laughed. Our teacher
said,"Ssh!" and then she laughed, too. "When our teacher
asked, "What is it that makes a jumping bean jump?" Pedro
said, "It is Mr. Insect." Pedro was right. Mr. Insect lives
inside a jumping bean. When he feels cold, Mr. Insect takes
a nap. When he feels warm, Mr. Insect wakes up. He begins
jumping about with the jumping bean on his back.

EXERCISE LXVI
These are main ideas . which is the main idea of the paragraph?
Put a line under it.
1. A brown shoe fell out of the window.
2. Tommy made his room neat just in time.
3. The North Country School is a school for girls.
This is the paragraph.
The hoys at the North Country School were hard at
work. A master was coming to see if their rooms were neat.
He must not find a book on a floor or a shoe on a bed. The
master knocked on Tommy T s door. Tommy pulled his clean,
white shirt from the back of a chair and threw it our of the
window. It seemed to take the shirt a long time to float
downward. Too late, Tommy saw that it was going to fall into
a mud puddle. The master came in just as Tommy turned his
back to the window. "Good morning, sir," said Tommy smiling
so politely that he showed the silver filling in his tooth.
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EXERCISE LXVII
Read these main ideas. Can you discover the main idea of the
paragraph below? Draw a line under it.
1. The Green Caps and the Brown Caps hold a tug of war.
2. A policeman keeps the crowd back.
3. The rope breaks and the boys go head over heels.
Read this paragraph.
Why is that rope across the pond on the school lawn?
The Green Caps hold one end and the Brown Caps hold the other
end. This is a tug of war. The Green Caps are first year
boys and the Brown Caps are second year boys. Bang I There
goes the starting gun. Pull I Pull I Pull I The Green Caps
are taller. But the Brown Caps are fatter. The Brown Caps
are up to their knees in water. Now the water is up to their
necks. A short boy has to swim. His cap falls off and shows
his red hair. The crowd cheers and pushes so close to the
edge of the pond that the people in the front row almost fall
into the water.
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EXERCISE LXVTII
Below are three main ideas. When you have picked out the
main idea of the paragraph, draw a line under it.
1. Ellen is a good baseball player for a girl.
2. The school bell had a crack in it.
3. The children found out about chicken pox.
This is the paragraph.
Ellen was the only child out of school. She was at
home with chicken pox. The boys thought that chicken pox was
a new game. The girls thought that chicken pox was something
good to eat. The boys and girls wished that they had chicken
pox, too. By and by, Ellen came back to school. The children
asked Ellen if chicken pox was fun. The school bell began to
ring and nobody heard Ellen T s answer. Soon the children broke
out in spots and had to stay at home. So many boys and girls
had chicken pox that school was closed for a while.
c>
EXERCISE LXIX
Here are three main ideas. Find the main idea which you think
is the right one for the paragraph below. Draw a line under it.
1. Candy bars cost five cents.
2. Susan and Sally look like twins.
3. Recess lasts twenty minutes.
Here is the paragraph.
Susan and Sally are always together. They have dark
brown curls and light brown freckles. They are ten years old
and tall for their age. The first day of school, the girls
wore blue socks and blue skirts and blue sweaters. Susan
looked like Sally. Sally looked like Susan. A new teacher
saw the girls eating a candy bar during recess. She asked
them if they were twins. Now the truth is that Susan and
Sally are not even cousins. It was a good joke on the new
teacher.
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EXERCISE LXX
These are main ideas. Draw a line under the main idea which
goes with the paragraph.
1. A raindrop hit me in the eye.
2. Rain makes gardens grow.
3. I helped the janitor until the storm was over.
This is the paragraph.
It rained just as school was out. The raindrops hit
the sidewalk so hard that they seemed to bounce up again.
Fathers and mothers came with raincoats and rubbers for their
children. I waited and waited and waited. Nobody came for
me. I tried to telephone my house but the line was busy.
Everybody went home except the janitor and me. I helped him
empty the baskets and oil the floors. I made up my mind to
be a janitor when I grew up. When the janitor said that it
was time to lock the doors, the rain had stopped and the
sidewalks were dry.


EXERCISES LXXI - LXXII - LXXIII
Read the three paragraphs which follow.
Here are some main ideas.
Write the main idea of each paragraph on the dotted line above
the paragraph.
1. The Girl of the Yellow River saved a priest 's life.
2. Alexander the Great rode a wild horse.
3. There was a black patch over the pirate's eye.
4. Caesar was captured by pirates.
Read the paragraph;
Alexander the Great was not allowed to wear warm
clothes in winter. He was not allowed to eat candy or to get
as much sleep as he needed. It was a hard life for a boy.
But Alexander learned to see little things which others did
not see. A wild, black horse with a white star on his face
was brought to the palace. Nobody could ride him. Alexander
saw that the animal was afraid of his own shadow. So he
turned the horse to face the sun. As long as his shadow was
behind him, the horse was quiet and Alexander rode him easily.
— Adapted from Great People of the Past
Read this paragraph:
A band of pirates with gold rings in their noses and
knives between their teeth leaped on the deck of the ship and
captured Caesar. But they promised to set him free in return
for twenty pieces of silver. "My life is worth fifty pieces
of silver," shouted Caesar and he sent his servants back to
his homeland to get fifty pieces of silver. When Caesar said,
"I will come back and capture you," the pirates laughed so
hard that they made the gold rings in their noses jingle.
—Adapted from Great People of the Past
Read this paragraph:
The priest was caught between the Yellow River and
a steep cliff. There was no hope of escape from the spears of
the men on horses. So the priest faced them bravely. The hand
of a young girl pulled the black robe of the priest. When she
ordered, "Do not look behind you, but jump backwards," the
priest did as he was told. He found himself safe in a cave.
The priest thought that the Girl of the Yellow River was the
daughter of the Keeper of the Dragon Gate. But she was of
royal blood. At the age of fourteen, she became a queen.
— Adapted from Historic Girls
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EXERCISES LXXIV - LXXV - LXXVI
Here are three paragraphs to read.
Here are some main ideas.
Write the main idea of each paragraph on the dotted line above
the paragraph.
1. A Dutch boy painted a good picture of his mother.
2. A Dutch boy raised tulips for the Flower Show.
3. A f amily sailed across the sea to a new home.
4. A little tomboy was a friend of the palefaces.
Here is another paragraph for you to read:
Eric the Red and his three strong sons and his
beautiful daughter lived in Iceland. Eric the Red had a fight
with a neighbor. So Eric and his family had to leave Iceland.
They left in a black ship carved with a dragon f s head. The
beautiful daughter went to sleep on the deck beside a jar of
goat's cheese. A good wind filled the striped sail. For
many days, nothing could be seen except sky and water. Then
the ship reached Greenland and the three strong sons helped
their father cut down trees to build a house.
Adapted from flrfiat. People aL. the Pas
Read this paragraph:
Rembrandt lived with his father and mother and brothers
and sisters in a windmill in Holland. His mother taught him
to take off his wooden shoes before he came into the windmill.
And so he did the same thing when he went to an artist's home
to take painting lessons. The other boys stepped on his bare
toes. Rembrandt painted a picture of his mother and brought
it to school. If any boy laughed at it, he would hit him
over the head with a wooden shoe. Nobody laughed. The artist
took Rembrandt by the hand and said, "Stand, boys , and bow to
the best artist of us all."
—Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, "Vol. 4
Below is a paragraph. Read it.
Pocahontas had big, black eyes and straight, black hair.
She was the daughter of an Indian Chief. Pocahontas was not
her real name. The Indians thought that the pale faces could
not harm their princess if they did not know her real name.
Pocahontas was a friend of the pale faces. She often went to
the fort to play with the white children. When she wat as old
as eleven or twelve, she still acted more like a tomboy than
an Indian Princess. She turned cartwheels across the Public
Square. The white girls wanted to follow her. But their
mothers made them stay inside and sew.
— Adapted from Heroines that Every Child Should Know
and Historic Girls
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EXERCISES LXXVII - LXXVIII - LXXIX
Read the three paragraphs which follow.
Read these main ideas.
Write the main idea that fits each paragraph on the dotted
line above the paragraph.
1. The boys in Peter f s army were always loyal to him.
2. Tom bought his mother a new Easter hat,
3. A boy drew a picture which sent a thief to jail.
4. Washington lived like other poor boys of his time.
Read this paragraph:
Peter slept between sheets of silk. His clothes were
of velvet covered with jewels. He rode in a carriage with
wheels of gold. Four white ponies pulled the carriage and a
guard of dwarfs ran beside it. Silk and velvet and jewels and
gold do not make a boy happy. And yet, Peter was happy.
He learned to shoot and march and ride like a soldier. He
formed an army of boys his own age. As Peter grew up, the
boys in his army grew up, too. When Peter became the ruler
of Russia, he already had an army of loyal soldiers.
— Adapted from Great People of the Past
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Tom Gainsborough was in his father's orchard drawing
a picture. A thief took one look over the orchard wall and
was gone. Tom drew that face in his picture. He drew the eyes
and the nose and the mouth so well that the thief was put in
jail. Tom's family was proud of what he had done. Each of
his sisters gave up a new dress and his mother wore her old
hat. And so they saved enough money to send Tom away to learn
to be an artist. He never forgot that day in the orchard.
It gave him the idea for a famous picture, "Tom Peartree."
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol. 6
Below is a paragraph:
When George 'Washington was a boy, he lived in a house
with three rooms. The little house was full of children.
There was a great deal of work to do and everybody had to help.
Washington slept in the attic. The ceiling was low. If he
jumped out of bed before he was wide awake, he bumped his head.
In cold weather, he put on two or three pairs of pants instead
of one. His mother scolded him even when he grew up to be
President. But she always wore a new, white cap and a clean
apron when he came to visit her.
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol.3
c(
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EXERCISES LXXX- LXXXI - LXXXII
Here are some main ideas for the paragraphs which follow.
Write the main idea of each paragraph on the dotted line above
the paragraph.
1. Mary liked to make dresses for her big family of dolls.
2. A little girl tried to be polite to the Bishop.
3. Mr. Salt let a busy, little girl read his books.
4. A President's old home looks as if his family still lives in it.
What does this paragraph tell you?
*vhen Mary Lamb was ten years old, she did not play
dolls or games with other girls. She had never been to a party.
She stayed in the house and took good care of her baby brother,
Charles. When Charles was three years old, Mary began to
teach him to read. Nobody knows how she could do this because
she had never gone to school. Mary's father worked for an
important man named Mr. Salt. He saw Mary taking a dinner pail
to her lather. Mr. Salt wished that he had a little daughter
just like Mary. So he let her read all the books in his
library.
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great , Vol. 2
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What is this paragraph ahout?
John Quincy Adams was the sixth President of the
United States. We went on a visit to his old home near Boston.
His mother* s sunbonnet hung from the back of a chair in the
parlor. His father's glasses and red handkerchief lay on an
open Bible. On a desk was an ink well made from a horn.
Ears of corn and strings of dried apples hung from the kitchen
ceiling. In the corner was a cradle made from a log. A boy
cried, "Mama I Mama!" in a little, baby voice. A girl looked
to see if there really was a baby in the cradle.
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol.3
Read this paragraph:
Jane Austen's father felt that it was a waste of money
to send a girl to school. So Jane stayed at home. Once a
year, the Bishop came to call. A bishop is an important
person. Little Jane thought that he lived in Heaven. She led
him to the most comfortable chair in the house and handed him
a cup of hot tea. She wanted to be very polite and say the
right thing to please a bishop. When she asked him, "How are
all the people in Heaven?" the Bishop got red in the face and
spilled the cup of hot tea on his best coat.
- Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great , Vol.2


EXERCISES LXXXIII - LXXXIV - LXXXV
Here are four main ideas.
Write the main idea for each paragraph on the dotted line
above the paragraph.
1. Joseph's mother bought him a paint brush and box of paints.
2. We have a new icebox in our kitchen.
3. SicKly Jamie went on a hard journey to Duck River.
4. Natives of a cold land know how to live there in comfort.
5. The barber's son painted pictures and got a whipping.
Here is a paragraph:
When he was a boy, Joseph Turner drew pictures in the
sand with a stick. His mother whipped him for drawing pictures
when there was work to be done • She wanted him to be a barber
like his father. When nobody was looking, Joseph painted a
picture with one of his father T s shaving brushes. He put the
brush back without cleaning the red paint out of it. His
father used the brush on a man's whiskers. Of course, the
brush turned the man's whiskers bright red. The man never
came back to that barber shop and Joseph got another whipping,
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol. 1
Read this paragraph:
John Ledyard visited a cold land. The cold weather
made people live in a way which seems strange to us. They cut
cakes of ice from the river and piled them in their yards.
When anybody wanted a drink of water, he melted a piece of ice
in a pot over the fire. Milk did not come in bottles. The
milkman brought it in frozen cakes which were piled in the yard
until needed. There was no glass for the windows. Thin sheets
of ice did almost as well. The real name of this land is not
easy to say. So it is called, "The Icebox."
^.Adapted from an advertisement
Read the paragraph below:
Jamie Polk's father wanted to move to Duck River.
Maybe Jamie was not healthy enough to stand the hard journey.
But eleven year old Jamie climbed hills and swam rivers. He
hunted with his father's gun and ate game roasted over the
campfire. Duck River was no sooner reached than Jamie's
father began to build a house and plant crops. F.e sent Jamie
to town with the horses and wagon. Jamie bought salt and
needles and seeds and a book. Then he climbed up on the wagon
seat and began to read. While the horses found their way back
to Duck River, Jamie read his new book from the first word to
the last word.
— Adapted from Boys Who Became President
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EXERCISES LXXXVT - LXXXVTI - LXXXVTII
Read these four main ideas.
Write the main idea of each paragraph on the dotted line above
the paragraph.
1. A Swiss boy who loved nature made doll shoes.
2. A family could not rent a bigger house because of their pets.
3. The pet parade went by Edwin 's house.
4. An old lady worked hard to write a letter to her son.
5. Thomas forgot to send his mother a birthday card.
Below is a paragraph for you to read:
Edwin Landseer and his brothers were as happy as boys
can be. Every morning at breakfast, the boys voted on what
animal they were going to draw that day. Sometimes it was a
goat with crooked ho*ii\^.. Sometimes it was a horse with a white
star on her face. The boys kept pigeons in the attic and
rabbits in the backyard. Big dogs slept on the doorstep.
Little dogs looked out of the windows. The house was too small.
The Landseer Family found a bigger house. But the owner
would not rent it to a family with so many pet pigeons, rabbits,
and dogs
.
Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol. 4
What does this paragraph tell you?
Louis Agassiz grew up in a little Swiss village near
a lake. He loved buttercups and bluebells. But he loved
birds, mice, and rabbits even more than flowers. He raised
caterpillars and butterflies. He did not need a fishpole for
he could catch fish with his hands . When the tailor came to
make clothes for the family, Louis stood at his side and
watched him cut and sew. When the shoemaker came to make shoes
for the family, Louis asked for some little scraps which were
left over. Then he made a good pair of shoes for his sister f s
doll.
—Adapted from More Than Conquerors
Read the paragraph below:
Thomas Carlyle's mother did not know how to read a
story as easy as "The Little Red Hen." She did not know how
to write her own name. When Thomas was away from home, his
mother wanted to write him a letter. So she made some ink.
Then she made t pen from a gray goose feather. Learning
how to write wag slow work for an old lady. She sat up very
late at night and wrote by the light of a candle. Her fingers
were stiff and her eyes were tired. But she did not give up.
She wrote her first letter to her son on his birthday.
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol. 1
rC
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EXERCISES - LXXXIX - XC - XCI
Here are some main ideas. Read them.
Choose one main idea for each paragraph.
Write the main idea which you have chosen for each paragraph
on the dotted line above the paragraph.
1. A country boy's dream of pictures came true.
2. A French boy kept a nature collection in the attic.
3. A boy got a chance to hear good music.
4. The city girl rubbed a magic lamp.
5. A boy gave away his nature collection.
Read this paragraph:
Night after night , a boy in a torn jacket stood by
the high, iron fence. The boy f s name was Verdi and he was
ten years old. He listened to music which came from the big
house. A coachman gave him a kick and warned him never to
come back. The next night, Verdi was at the same place by
the high, iron fence. When a voice asked, "Do you like music?"
Verdi thought that the coachman had caught him again. But it
was the owner of the big house. He took Verdi by the hand and
led him into a beautiful room where a girl was playing the
piano
.
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol. 14
Here is another paragraph:
Ernest Meissonier was a French boy. Every morning, he
went to market with his mother. He took rabbits' ears and
pigeons 1 wings home with him and nailed them up on the walls
of the attic. He and his mother had picnics on the river
bank. He brought back swan feathers and long grasses and
pretty stones. He found a bird's nest that the bird family
did not live in any longer. Ernest's collection grew and
grew. It took up a lot of room. His mother hung a blue
curtain across one corner of the attic. Everything in that
corner belonged to Ernest.
;pted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol. 14
Read this paragraph:
Francis Millet was a country boy. He dreamed of seeing
the beautiful pictures in a palace in Paris. So, to Paris he
went with all his clothes tied in a sack on his back. The
clomp, clomp, clomp of his wooden shoes made a girl turn to
look. She stuck out her tongue at him and pointed at the sack
of clothes on his back. He did not dare ask how to get to the
palace because people made fun of his country way of talking.
He wandered about the streets until he saw the palace. He shut
his eyes tight. Maybe it was another dream. But when he
opened his eyes the palace was still there.
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great , Vol.
4


EXERCISES XCII - XCIII - XCIV
Read these main ideas.
Then read these three paragraphs.
Find the main idea that goes with each paragraph and write it
on the dotted line above the paragraph.
1. A little girl wrote a poem to a bird.
2. Richard played the piano with his toes.
3. The squirrels sang for their supper.
4» It made a man happy to hear his music played.
5. A kind girl fed the hungry squirrels.
Read this paragraph:
A little girl sat on a tree stump. She was writing
a poem. It was spring and the first robin sat in the apple
tree. He was watching the little girl. She twisted a curl
around her finger and made funny faces. She lost her pencil
and found it in her apron pocket. It took her an hour to
finish her poem. She read it to the robin and she read it to
her mother and her sister, Anna. That night, she read it to
her father. The name of the poem was, "To the First Robin,"
and the name of the little girl was Louisa May Alcott.
—Adapted from Ten American Girls from History
What is this paragraph about?
When Florence Nightingale was a little girl, she lived
in a big house with woods all around it. Florence was afraid
that the squirrels who lived in the woods did not have enough
to eat. So she thought of a way to help them without hurting
their pride. She filled her apron pockets with big, sweet nuts.
Then she walked slowly along a path in the woods. She dropped
a nut at every step. The squirrels ran down the trunks of the
trees and stuffed their mouths with nuts. Their cheeks stuck
out, but the squirrels did not care how funny they looked.
—Adapted from Heroines That Every Child Should Know
Here is a paragraph to read:
Richard Wagner wrote beautiful music. But he could
not play the piano. He did not hear some of his music played
until years after he had written it. Once in a while, a friend
came to his house and played for him the beautiful music that
he had written but never heard. Then Richard "Wagner was so
happy that he shouted like a boy at a ball game. He stood on
his head and walked on his hands. He played leap frog over
chairs. He was an old man with white hair before his music was
loved by anyone but this good friend.
-Adapted from Little Journeys to the Homes of the Great, Vol.14
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EXERCISES XCV - XCVI - XCVII
Here are three paragraphs for you to read.
Here are some main ideas.
Find one main idea to fit each paragraph.
Write the main idea which fits each paragraph on the dotted
line above the paragraph.
1. An Indian boy shot a deer with his bow and arrow.
2. A frog helped the travelers find water.
3. An Indian boy saved his own life by a clever trick.
4. David Livingstone telephoned for help.
5. An Indian boy was kind to the dog that stole his food.
6. David Livingstone's motorcycle broke down.
What does this paragraph tell you?
Little Wolf was an Indian boy. There were good
hunters in Little Wolf's tribe. But their arrows did not
always bring down enough game to keep the tribe in food. This
story happened on a cold, winter day. It was the kind of a
day that makes a boy hungry and Little Wolf had not had any-
thing to eat. His mother had saved a small piece of meat for
him. It made her happy to put the meat in front of her son.
Before he could take the meat, a dog ran away with it. Little
Wolf's mother wanted t J whip the dog, but Little Wolf would
not let her.
—Adapted from Indian Heroes and Great Chieftains
Read this paragraph:
David Livingstone set out on a journey through a land
which no white man had ever seen. He rode an ox into a desert.
The ox became so thirsty that it fell and could not get up.
A servant thought that he saw water but it was only desert
sand. David Livingstone was ready to turn back when a little,
green frog went, "Croak, croak, croak." And where there is a
frog, there is water. So David Livingstone and his servants
and his ox drank from the little pond where the frog lived.
As for the little, green frog, he was so proud of himself that
he swelled up and burst.
—Adapted from Great People of the Past
Read the paragraph below:
American Horse was a ten year old Indian boy. His
tribe was at war with the Crow Indians. American Horse was
driving some ponies to water when three Crow Indians came out
of the forest. American Horse had to think fast. He turned
the ponies toward camp and hit them with a stick. Then he hid
under a bush. The three Crow Indians caught the ponies. As
soon as the three Crow Indians were gone with the stolen
ponies, American Horse walked back to camp. His mother
thought that he had been killed. She was so glad to see him
that she did not scold him because he lost the ponies.
-—Adapted from Indian Heroes and Great Chiefta ins
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EXERCISES XCVIII - XCIX - C
Below are some main ideas.
Choose one main idea for each paragraph.
Write the main idea which belongs with each paragraph on the
dotted line above the paragraph.
1. A poet made the best of things.
2. The dog team ran away and the sled tipped over.
3. The first airplane flew so high that it never came down.
4. A white baby grew up in a strange land.
5. A little, gray donkey ate at a restaurant.
6. A farm boy built the first airplane.
Here is a paragraph:
Robert Louis Stevenson, a poet, took a walking trip.
A little, gray donkey carried his pack. They lost their way
and had to spend a rainy night in a swamp. The only food
in the pack was a loaf of black bread, a bar of chocolate,
and a can of meat. This was not much for a hungry man and a
hungry donkey. The poet gave the black bread to the little
gray donkey who began to eat without saying, "Thank you."
For his own supper, the poet took a bite of chocolate and
then a bite of meat. He ate chocolate and meat as if they
were apple pie and ice cream.
—Adapted from Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes
What does this paragraph say?
John Montgomery was the first boy to fly. He built an
airplane in a shed on his father's farm. Sometimes he was so
busy working on his airplane that he forgot to mend the fence
or feed the calves. John and his brother hid the airplane
under some hay on the hay wagon. Then they drove to the top
of a hill. The airplane did not have a motor, so the boys
tied a long rope to it. John sat in the airplane. His brother
picked up the end of the rope and ran down the hill as fast
as he could. The airplane flew into the air like a bird.
—Adapted from the motion picture, Valiant Journey
Read this paragraph:
The Snowbaby was born in Greenland. Her Father was the
first man to wave the American Flag at the North Pole . The
Eskimos had seen white men and women, but they had never seen
a white baby. When the Snowbaby was six weeks old, the long,
winter night of Greenland began. An oil stove helped keep the
Snowbaby 1 s room warm. Red, woolen blankets were hung on the
walls. But the carpet froze to the floor. When the sun came
back to Greenland, the Snowbaby was taken for a ride every day
in a little sled pulled by Eskimo dogs. When the Snowbaby
began to talk, she did not say, "Mama." She talked Eskimo.
—Adapted from The Snowbaby 1 s Own Story
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SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS
SUMMARY
With the word exercises of Chapter II the writer hopes
to partly fill the need for lessons in classification, experi-
ences in organization, and practice in intelligent
generalization; and with the paragraph exercises of Chapter III
the writer wishes to help instill the habit of thinking criti-
cally, for the Review of the Literature in Chapter I has shown
these to be skills which condition mastery of the technique of
outlining. It appears to be a reasonable conclusion that the
end result of making good outlines and using them is the
attainment of higher scholarship.
SUGGESTIONS
These exercises are only a preface to further develop-
ment of material to teach outlining. While it is probable that
the fourth grade is the place to begin teaching early steps to
outlining, it is also evident that the fourth grade is not the
place to stop. A program of exercises arranged for use by
older children would be likely to build up the outlining con-
cept until the actual outlining of chapters in text books would
be a satisfying experience.
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